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Remember
We carry

a

good

line of

HARNESS, BLANKETS AND
ROBES, WHIPS, HALTERS,
ETC.
Our line of

TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES
larger than

ever

before.

Prices Reasonable.

South Paris, Maine.

A. W. Walker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
ALSO

South Paris, Maine.

HOLLISTERS

Ro:!iy Mountain Tea Nuggets

Δ Busy Medicine for Baiy Peopl·.
Brians Goldea Health and Renewed Vigor.
A smvillo for Coustiixition. Iii<li*r«ilion. I.ive
i" ! Ki'lti ν Trouble». l'implt·*. Εοηπιη, Impure
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ir ! Itiokiu hv.
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cent* η b··*.
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Η ν ιηα
Company, Nu.lisnn, Wis.
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Wulilni;* Wanted.

Shirt Waists and Skirts a Specialty.
Work done in the best manner.
34 Hill Street,
South Paris.

All kinds of

April

Pulp

Wood the comsolicited.

Correspondence

HILLS,

Optician.

NORWAY, MAINE.
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YOU TO SEND US YOUR

CARPETS

OLD

made Into handsome,
desirable

aivt have theui

RUGS
at about one-half the cost of any rug
you can buy. Sen·! for booklet M.

NOV ELTY RUO CO.,
368 Congre*· Street,
MAINE.
PORTLAND.

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem
lock and Poplar, delivered on can at
any It. K. Station frotu Powual to Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PKNLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1901.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
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L
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liskiuio dog!"
The old mau pulled off his
"Your servaut; sir, not a dog."

I CONTINUED. J
did not altogether under-

Saunder»

whistle, an uncivilized whistle, heara
for the lirst time in this civilized city.
One or two pedestrians stared at hini
angrily and put their hands to their

stand the affair. but he blinked his little, sly. kindly eyes at her, and when
she returned lie drank the water until
his new friend began to make pointed

they passed hini, whereupon a
policeman felt it his duty to remon-

ears as

strate.
The bluff old captain gave him α resounding thwack on the back. "I'm up
in Labrador, man, whistling for my
cledge dogs. Can't you see them scuttling over the frozen ground to get

remarks.
Then he stopped. "Go into your den,
wolf," she said, and, throwing aside the
can. she discontentedly made her way
to the house.
Koojemook lay down and had another sleep until three hours later, when
inauuy came out of the cottage with a
pile of books under his arm.
"Ilist," said the boy, edging along In
"Not
an apparently careless maimer.
a word out of you.
Step-ma's been
watchhig me like a cat. Here's a
crust of bread, 'lie only thing 1 could
get. What, you don't want it? You've

therr frozen tish V"
The policeman grinned and stood
watching the sturdy, respectable old
white haired, red faced sailor who was
going on his way, still making the extraordinary racket with his lips.
After awhile the old man paused and

The laying hen works without wages. Imou out of your kennel, you rascal,
Farmers still talk about bearing years
has her board only, and often a itnd I told you to stay in. Here's your
for the apple and other fruits, and it is She
I might say barrel door pushed aside. Oh, well, I
measure of that.
not strange since so large a proportion scrimped
of cases the feed is don't care if you'll be a wise dog and
of the apple trees planted the past fifty that in a majority
not so much as she would eat and make don't
hang about the cottage. 1 guess
years have been Baldwins, which are
is too often comsuch <;reat bearers when they bear at all good use of. Her fare
it's just as well for you to skirmish
rations instead of the
that it requires a year of rest before posed of prison
then I won't have to take poor
that the farm usually round;
another crop can be produced. At the "'enerous measure
I'll
she limits the egg step-ma's food for you. Good by.
result
a
affords. As
of
the
orchards
however,
time,
present
Find you lie low/'
verv closely sometimes, so that call on you later.
the country extend over such wide areas product
run high, and the occasional one And Tliaddy went whistlii/g away.
that the crops of the whole country are prices
After dark that evening Tliaddy slipA who feeds liberally and regularly, beas a whole.
uniform
comparatively
after other necessary ped out to say good uiglit to Koojemook.
sides looking
short crop in one section is made up for
things about the tlock, reaps a rich re- "What! Not hungry yet?" he said, ofby large yields in other localities.
I have no doubt that insects play a
fering him a slice of ham that he had
I The farmer is careful to feed his
prominent part in this matter of bearing horses as often as he does himself and as saved from his lunch. "This is line for
and non-bearing years. With a ftill crop
I'll leave your barrel door open
can give nothing but me.
of fruit on the trees such insects as the liberally, yet they
so you can come out again tonight if
a
when
that
and
in
labor
only
return,
codling moth find plenty of food with- man
puts his labor along with it. The you like."
out spoiling every apple that grows.
Koojemook, looking gravely at hint,
result of the labor of the horse will not
The insects come to maturity in great
made no explanation, and Tliaddy run
owner under about
the
realized
be
by
are
abondance and the next spring
back to the house.
six months. He has to give that much
ready for business in large numbers, so credit and run the chance of having his happily
The next morning the strange womlarye indeed that there are not always
crops ruiuetl or damaged by weather an called again upon Koojemook and
apples euough to go round. In a barren conditions.
The cost of a good horse
once more presented him with a heapyear I have counted as mauy as 25
that of 200 to ;W0 good hens,
would
of food. This time she had
punctures of the curculio iu the skin of and theequal
would
the
horse
feed of
keep ing plate
The result is that in
a single apple.
a little milk for him that lie, however,
condition.
in
lift ν of them
laying
barren years what little fruit there is
In the laying season thelien pays tlie would uot drink.
will be knurly aud of little value under
"I wonder where you were brought
her
for
next
feed, and adds 100 to
day
the usual neglect it gets.
cent to its cost as interest on up," she said, staring at him with wide
With an over abundant crop in a 200 per
her value—50 cents. How much is the
locality the prices are usually low, some- interest ou ôb cents for one day. Here open eyes.
Koojemook preserved a discreet sitimes bringing little or no profit to the
is a problem for the boy or girl who is lence.
Morning after morning the wogrower. The crop of ΗΌ4 was so abunto master this portion of arithmedant iu portions of New England, and trying
man appeared at the same early hour,
is not required in
labor
Continued
tic.
barrels so scarce and dear, that many
and morning after morning the dog lisorder to obtain an income from tlie
farmers neglected to harvest more than
tened calmly to remarks upon his apuse.
home
for
be
needeil
what would
He was old; he was sick;
these things in her pearance.
Notwithstanding
that
is
times
the
such
At
general
feeling
she is seldom given more than he looked like a wolf. Why didn't he
favor,
the
and
in
is
no
there
money
apples,
one meal a day, especially when grass is
die if he were going to?
trees are neglected and in some cases
to be had and other things that she may
These words coming rroni a person
more
for
room
to
out
niake
protitdug
lien
the
that
These
things
whose deeds were so highly to be apable crops. In the near vicinity of Bos- "pick up."
in her rambles about the
proved of met with slight attention
ton aud other large cities there is no may gather
serve only as condiments, while
Indeed, he
from the philosophic dog.
doubt that other crops may be made to place
from
the
come
must
food
the
substantial
do not
pay better thau the apple. I
began to like the woman. She fed him;
think
not
would
man
bin.
A
owner's
blame people for pulliug out trees when
the boy only gave him water. And every
of hiring a man and have him skip the
they can do better with something else. noon
to
ea
him
ask
day after Tliaddy went to school Koohe
would
nor
meal,
I once pulled out an acre of them which
took up his station on a nearby
and
and
relish
of
the
jemook
dishes,
dressings
I had planted ami watched till mature.
let the bread, meat and potatoes alone. ash heap and attentively watched Mrs.
The laud was not as well suited to the
Hens are by nature continuous feeders,
Timbs* comings and goings about the
apple as 1 had thought, aud the orchard and the three-meal-a-day
system comes back door and yard of lier cottage.
was so near woodland that the buds were
the natural requireas near
When Thaddy returned home he
picked off every wiuter by partridges. ments as meeting
auy except keeping a supply slunk Into his box.
I found that 1 could make a better use
before them. I
of the land than to raise apples in large constantly
"Oh, you old tramp!" said the boy to
is preferable to
tothiuk the latter
quantities for market. Land would the former, as the plan
him one day. "I expect you go all over
crop is at no time
have to be very dear that would drive
gorged with food. I have seen excellent the city when no one Is watching you."
me from trying to raise my own fruit in
cracked corn conKoojemook curled his lip. He had
me fruit results from keeping
With
abundance.
aud
variety
A winbefore laying hens.
never been beyond the dumps.
is both a luxury aud a necessity aud I stantly
ter of starvation and ill usage was not
want it as nearly the year round as possiPractical Dairy Points.
And he hail work
so easily overcome.
ble. My feeling is that every one with
have confidence in auy
You may
even a little land should grow fruit for
to do nearer home when he was able
but
on
the
stock
live
other
you
place,
home use. One can seldom buy as good
for it.
should never have any faith in the
fruit iu the market as one can produce
On the morning of tne tentu day or
bulls
a bull.
The
of
in
promises
taken
can
be
dangerous
right at home where it
his entrance into the packing box lie
are those with whom familiarity of the
does
It
tinest
condition.
its freshest and
began an excavation behind it. working
or farmer's boye, breeds connot require much laud to produce a farmer,
Some day in a moment of un- as steadily as his strength would altempt.
family supply.
governed passion he will realize his
U4C luuuwvu
unuua
blUUII
.M till V
wj
and then there is danger of a
"What are you up to now?" uskeil \
tree agents to buy and plant too many power
When funeral.
the buy. with a puzzled face.
trees ami of too many varieties.
with
dissatisfaction
wholesale
A
prosHo soon found out. Koojeuiook was
the trees are grown they are so near toent attainments is always and at all
uiakiug a l.uirow—roomy and comfortgether that the fruit must of necessity times a condition
advanceto
precedent
be inferior. All fruit needs abundant
The man who able aud waterproof.
ment and
light and air to perieet its quality. thinks he improvement.
Nell.'" said Thaddy In bewilderis
doing about as weli as th^
With plenty of land one may get much
of his ueighbors aud is there- ment. "I don't know what's the matenjoyment from a large variety of apples, average
ter with that packing case, but if vou
to with content, is not the stuff that propoars or other fruits. It is pleasant
merchants, don t want it, let it go." And he
know many varieties and to be able to gressive dairymen, farmers,
men
or other successful
scattered the box, the sheets uf tin, tlie
treat friends with extra choice specimens, manufacturers,
are made of.
coal hod, the barrel and the oil cans
even though such may not be profitable
the
to
teach
It is very important
young
It was once an object
as market fruit.
to the four winds of heaven.
as
an
calf to eat at as early
possible,
age
to have many varieties for exhibition
".Vow there's nothing to attract slensuffers
well
which
eats
for for the calf
purposes when prizes were given
"It was too
u,a * attention," he said.
one
than
time
at
less
much
weaning
largest collections. Col. Wilder could which is not accustomed to
depend up- conspicuous an ornament to the dustshow over 400 varieties of pears at
on itself to
any extent. Oats, either scape anyway." And he L-ave the last
September exhibitions. Others in the whole or
ground, or a mixture of oats vestige of the box a gleeful kick.
vicinity of Boston have shown nearly as aud oil
Thiee more weeks went by, and the
yake, make an excellent food for
was askmany. But when Col. Wilder
calf at this time. It should month was completed.
Koojemook
ed how many varieties of pears it was the young
also be encouraged to eat more clover was now a tine, plump dog. His sores I
advisable for persons to plant for profit,
and a few roots.
had been licked into cleanness and
he said they could all be counted on hay
The breeder values the animal not
one's lingers. If I were planting for the
the bad smell, thanks to his
health;
for his individual price, but for
Boston trade I would be satisfied with merely
dust baths, was <juite gone, and Mrs
his power to transmit his useful qualiSeckel
the
four kiuds,
Bartlett, Bosc,
at him one moruto future generàtions, and therefore limbs, staring down
and Dana's ilovey. Unless 1 could com- ties
said with something nearly akin
iug,
an animal with every evidence in his
not
would
I
mand cold storage
plant
as well ae in his breeding,
to pride: "You're not bad locking now
mauy Bartletts for they are generally appearance,
will be considered that you've got on your bones the teu
low in price and will not keep long in of strong prepotency
of far greater value than another with pounds that have slipped from mine
good condition.
number of pounds of meat of
For an apple orchard I would not care an equal
this month. But understand, dog. this
fine quality, but no breed character.
for a greater number of varieties. These
is for Thaddy^ sflkc. not yours."
we fix as the value of
shall
much
How
that
kinds
should all be long-keeping
Koojemook violently wagged his tail
an animal? It is plain that he is
such
too
without
great
could be marketed
name the
worth much more to the owner than to It did not matter in whose
to
a large orchard
refer
I
In
this
hurry.
lie reaped the
Kindness was done.
another.
were
I
If
market.
from
a
distance
at
The wise and economic cattle feeder brnelif. and he lofe I the outs..«ken wonear the consumers and dealt with them
will grow on his own land the largest man.
direct it would be different. In that
amount he is to feed ; he will
"Stej.-ma's pre; ty cut.·," s.ii ; 'Γ a'd
case I
might like to supply at retail possible
feeds to him later la t.\e
as they grow as much of the nitrogenous
«lay. -but h -'s not
varieties
different
the
prices
but the corn plant will be as cute as
I
and me, Koojciuojk
came along
you
through the season. The as possible,
for succulent winhis main
lie bw when
opening for a larger business in the pro- ter feed, dependence
hie notice that you always.
in
and
supplementing
at
be
must
duction of choice apples
she 8 about. You're a go,il dog. Just
home grown food he will in his pursome distance from the cities where
and I'm earnstuffs lay special stress wait till summer comes
of
chase
feeding
sums.
small
for
laud can be bought
He will buy ing money. Then .I'll acknowledge you
cn their protein content.
of
such
are
And there
opportuplenty
for needed mineral matter, gluten, and confess how I've been keeping you
nities at the present time in localities bran
the oil meals, distillers' grains and other
e has so much to worn· her that I
where apples will do as well as anymaterial high in protein.—Holstein- hale to mention you uow, and she'd
where in the world.
never believe that you support yourSome varieties of the apple will grow Friesian Register.
and bear in an uncertain way on light,
the poultry could
that
If
so
situated
saudy land, but for business purposes I not run at
The dog discreetly acquiesced, and for
large we should keep some of
would select a etrong, loamy soil that is
are not disposed a day or two longer things went on as
that
breeds
the
larger
naturally retentive of moisture. One of to
fly, and a five-foot fence would suf- they had gone before. Koojemook kept
my neighbors used to say that the rea- fice to
to his burrow, only emerging to watch
keep them In bonde.
son saudy land is unfit for trees is beWhat if the buyer paye only so much Mrs limbs or to note with affectioncause sand will not hold the roots firmly
another
head for chickens? Look up
ate interest the comiugs aud goiuga of
enough. The wind blows the trees per
The writer's surplus brought
the boy who had befriended him.
about and loosens them so they are buyer.
last
alive
head
winter,
over fifty per
liable to injury by freezing and in other
One night when the dog was sleeping
but they were fat. Always somebody
ways. Quartz sand does not have as
soundly he suddenly woke, lifted his
fat
ones.
to
buy
much potash in it ready to be dissolved
outWhat will they pay for feed used in head and listened. Then, creeping
by the weather and growing roots as the
It's side his burrow, he sat on the top of It
as hogs.
a
And a thin soil with a fattening? A* good price
trees may need.
that a man will feed fifty cent and stretched his neck in the direction
loose subsoil of round gravel does not strange
corn into a five-cent steer or a six-cent of the town.
hold moisture well enough for apple
i ο ordinary hearing there were no
sheep, and let a lot of eight or ten cent
trees.
chickens go to market thin—but he will. sounds audible but the usual ones of
The question of sod land or tillage for
the nlght-the subdued hum from the
the apple is still an open question.
The average* small breeder will find
nearby
city, the rolling of carriages,
Under certain conditions either method
risk inbreeding
inclined greater profit and less
of the wind, the whirring
the
sighing
may be the better. Γ have been
firstand
and raising fine roadsters
to the tillage method for I have noticed
the shouts of
class carriage horses than any other of distant electric cars,
lookthe
most
the best fruit and
healthy
class. If he usee care in the selection the men to the horses that were dragwhere
found
ing trees are generally
of his mares and the stallions with ging loads of ashes to the outskirts of
mature trees are kept under constant
which to mate them, some that he the dump. But Koojemook, with hie
cultivation. Orchards in sod are too
breeds for roadsters and carriage horses mysterious dog sense, was aware of
often left too much to themselves, and
will have speed enough to bring good
without being fertilized, and in many
something else, and soon be set out
prices.
cases an annual crop of hay is cut and
running hurriedly In the direction of
removed. The successful advocate· oi
A June report of apples in Chicago the city. [Note.—My father when huntsod culture always feed their trees bj market is as follows:
"Baldwins, ing has had a houud come to him
top dressing annually, and if the erase fancy, 93 to 3.50;Spies, fancy, 94 to4.50; across a wood. The dog would come
to
is cut it is left on the ground
aecaj Ben Davis and Oano, fancy, 91.50 to
He could neither hear nor see
and prevent too rapid evaporation of 1.75." Suggestive that quality wins out directly.
The wind was not In
his
master.
be
should
The
moisture.
soil
mowing
finally.
dlret't,on t0 carry the scent.
done several times through the season,
A fine rain recently, the best of the MS]
for if grass is allowed to get full size it
carries out much of the moisture to the season, which will go a great way in
,n
dletance. beyond hie
air through its leave·. If hay is piled filling oat the hay orop. Heretofore for «
beyond his hearing, a stout seasight,
immediately around trunks of trees and the entire season the rains have been farlng man was making bis way toleft there in the winter there is muet light in the extreme throughout the
ward the city's rubbish grounds, and
danger from mice that may deataoy the state.—Maine Farmer.
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·■&· not he Wklftw-a loot toed

listening to liim.
"Do you owu this dog?" asked Mrs.
l'in.bs brielly. addressing the old man.
"Ve.4, ma'am, him aud his mother be\>re him. one was oue of my sledge
ig; wlieu 1 trailed in Labrador after
She was half wolf,
y..o i.p the sea.
ii- shed been lauded here shed
,. \v foug.il her way or swum her way
me. aud, if she couldn't have done
•i.it. sln-'il have been queen of this city.
•;ΐκ· saved my life once, and when 1
.vont io Newfoundland to live 1 took
She died and left this
.1er with me.
lie's bequ
lie's not like her.
..up.
brought up soft, and his hard side ain't
.vas

•i*

Koojemook

hut

Thaddy, excitedly hugging Alpatok,

Copyright, 1905, by
Marshall

strange. jealous feei-

a

ng of owuershlp she hurriedly thrust
lier feet Into her shoes, slipped ou her
dress nud, seizing her gray shawl,
hastened after Thaddy.
"Oil, oh, th!" called a voice from the
shadowy group beside the burrow.
•This is Koaje's master, aud he's uu
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H. D. COLE,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
12th, 1905.
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Cement sidewalks made in iS and
24 inch squares for $1.35 per square
Cement steps made to order.

yard.
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drew a long breath. "Poor doggie, ye're
not in the city. They've driven ye out
to rat trap and scuttledom If ye're still
alive." And he whistled more vocifer-

ously than ever.
lie had now reached the long, deso
late street on which Thaddy and his

liât

developed yet"

"IIow did you lose him'/" usked Mrs.
Timbs sharply.
"Have ye got any enemies, ma'nm
asked the old mau abruptly.
"Yes, a few."
"I've got a hundred—one of 'em, the
worst oue—swore he'd get even with
lie stole my dog, the ριιρ I was
me.
bringing up like a child. If he'd 'a'
shot him, I'd have forgiven him, but

he brought him to this strange place,
lie let him loose in the streets. Then
he come to me, says he: 'I've took your
baby tied dog. I've freed him in a foreign place, where he'll get a foreign
Most likely he's inching
welcome.
along to death of starvation "and being
bit to pieces by native d >gs.'
"Oh." said Mrs. Timbs, with a sudden indrawing of her breath.
Thaddy stamped on the ash heap.
"I'd have killed that man."
The old captain looked earnestly at
I
"That's the way I felt, boy.
him.
raised my arm. I couldn't have downed him, for he is young, and I am old,
but I'd have tried. Hows nnever, something come over me, ma'am," he said,
turning to Mrs. Timbs. "Did ye

again

aggravated

get aggravated
till ye felt as if there was seventy
devils Inside of ye, and Just at the moment ye thought they'd have to break
and

ever

loose something come over ye—an awful calm, a kind of way up in the sky
feeling, as If something said to ye.
•l'oor soul, ye've hated all ye can; now

give it up!'"

The woman's thin face flushed. "\es,
yes," she murmured; "I've felt that
ruined iny
way against the men who
husband and broke Ills health. I've

I

l o. & G. l Frothingtiam,

—

■

habits."
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hold the soil and to add to the
necessary to a perfect soil condition. Leguminous crops of any kind
will improve the land if they are plowed
in the following spring before much
growth is made.
If one will only learn how to grow
good apples, and will handle them carefully, keep them till wanted in the market. and then will be perfectly honest in
packing so that dealers can dare to buy
without seeing the fruit, knowing what
the reputation is from past experience,
then there is most surely a wide opening
in spite of the low prices apples of ordinary quality sometimes bring m the
so-called bearing years. Nearly the
whole of New England is within the
apple belt where the best looking and
hi"hest flavored fruit can be grown, but
there is still much chance for selection
of soil and location. The apple is still
worthy of attention by those who wilt
study its requirements.—A. W. Cheever
in New England Farmer
so

the vicinity of Boston that the "hear
for the apple always
seasons"
even years—1852-54, aiul
came in the
so on and the barren years came with
the odd numbers. Cole's Fruit-Book,
published in 1ϊ*4ί> claims the honor of
haviug discovered and published the
fact that the even years are the bearing
years in New Eugland fur most varieties of the apple. At that time, however, it was noticed that in New York
state the reverse was the case. It was
also admitted that certain trees in this
A Square Meal.
vicinity bore full crops in the odd years,
and it was recommended to take scions
from such trees for grafting, though Τ Π EKE TIMES A DAY NOT TOO OFTEN TO
the author believed that the trees would
FEED HENS IN SUMMER.
gradually get back into their "natural

Dentist,
to

AIR—SOIL

ing

JUNKS,

irti.-e Hour»—»

AND

l'LKJiTÎ

compared to the present the opinion
was quite prevalent among farmers ir

MAINE.

NORWAY,

UOUT

now cultivate
through the
growing period each season and by rotasummer sow the land-to clover or other

growers
crop to

CROPS AN1

NKKDS

treee while gnawing the bark under the
snow.
This is prevented by removing
the hay in the fall or by tramping the
snow down hard so the mice cannot get
to the bark.
,
One difficulty about constant cultivation is in the danger of too much of the
soil being washed away on land not
entirely level. The most successful

humus

During the last century when facili-
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"i/o j/oit own

this ihtijΫ" (inked Mrs.
Tint lut

lived. Ilcre the old sea dog
put his lingers to his lips aud blew a
trumpet blast.
Suddenly his hand fell; his mouth
opened; he stopped short.
"Ah, there ye be!" lie said, with terrible calm. Then he walked on briskly.
Away ahead in the sickly gleam of a
dislaut electric light was a bunch of

stepmother

white fur, nose
body crouched for a spring.

yellowish

ou

paws,

"Alpatok!"

roared the old man.
The spring came; the furry whirlwind
precipitated itself against his breast.
The old man, staggering back, clutched the dog with one hand and with the
other raised his hat.
"Lord, I thank thee!" he muttered,
with tears streaming down his cheeks.
"My prayer is heard; my poor doggie Is

found."
There was no neat pavement out here
with u stoue curb; merely u rough sidewalk and a deep ditch. The seal'ariug
uian sat down on the ground and let
his feet dangle over the ditch. Then he
put one arm round the dog. who had
thrown himself across his knees and

child.
the old man, "I
hard usage."
into his eyes.
"l>ou't ye." said the old man hoarsely; then he raised his clinched hand toward the sky, "Lord, rain down tire
and brimstone on the brutes that ill

lay there like a tired
"Boy," remarked
doubt but ye've hail
The dog looked up

use

thy creatures!

"It don't come," he muttered, looking about him. "We've got to wait."
Then he again directed his attention to
his dog.
"Ye're fat, boy," he said, feeling his
"Some one's been good to ye.
ribs.
Any one that's been a neighbor to
Timothy Slocuiu's dog shan't suffer for

it. Lead me to him, boy."
Tressing close
The dog sprang up.
to his master, looking up at him from
time to time with eyes that shone In an
unutterable devotion, he led the way,
not to the cottage, but to his burrow.
"At the old tricks of the wolves, your
forbears, to get out of the nlppiug
winds," chuckled the old man. "Ye
forgot the feather bod ye'ri slept on
But Alpatok, who's fed ye
with me.
here'/ This dry fodder wouldn't keep
ye." Aud he glanced contemptuously
about him at the heaps of ashes.
Alpatok made no response. He merely kept on wagging his tull and staring
at his adored master.
The old mnn surveyed the scattered
"rt's
cottages with a puzzled face,
likely it's some one in them that's been
nourishing ye. Come on, Alpa, dog,
lead me to him."
Alpatok did not budge.
"Well, ye're a wise dog, and doubtless
got a good reason," said the

ye've

"and if ye won't stir, at least
give a howl and bring him to me.
Mayhap he's never heard your pretty
tones, for ye can't bark on account of
Come on; slug,
nnocstral difficulties.
boy." And he threw his own head back
mnn.

sign to the dog.
Immediately there burst upon the
night air a sound or a commingling of

as a

sounds the most melancholy and ear
splitting, with also a hint of ferocity,
that the residents of Common street
had ever been treated to in the way of
a dog's howl.
It was the cry of a wild benst, not of

seeing
a domesticated animal, and.
lights spring into darkened cottages
and windows suddenly opened, the old
man chuckled mischievously.
"I doubt if ye've serenaded him before, Alpa. Now him as loves ye will
seek ye."
Alpatok
The old man was right.
had never before had occasion to howl,

Mrs. Tlmbs and
Thaddy, springing from sleep, there
was presented nu Immediate picture of
their strange pet In some sudden distress.
Thaddy rushed to the window. The
night was not very dark, aud he dimly made out a man's form beside the
burrow.
I'liugiug on only the most
necessary of his garments, he tore out
but to the startled

of the cottage.
Ills stepmother was not far behind
The dog was In great trouble,
bini.
l'crhaps some one was trying to steal

suffered till 1 thought my heart would
break; then I gave it up."
"And so did I," said Captain Slocum
heartily. "The Lord sent a holy hararui
poon into my wicked heart. My
fell to my side. 'Look here, Dolseu,'
'Ye've attlieted
I said to my enemy.

but I forgive ye. I'm an old
comman, and ye've taken my only
fort from me, but maybe I was making
me sore,

"

idol of a comuion clay dog.'
"And what did he say?" asked Thaddy eagerly when the old man paused.
He sluuk
"He never su Id a word.
But next day he
away like a fox.
Says he: 'Slocum, you
come back.
made a fool of yourself over that dog,
tough. Maybe he's outbut he's
an

pretty

the boy, "but I (lou't know when I've
had 8Ucli a blow!"
"In she a good cook'/" asked Captain
Slocum, with a motion of his bead toward Mrs. Tiutbs.
"Yes," said the boy bitterly, "when
she has anything to cook. Just wait
till I'm a man. I'll pile her kitchen
table with groceries to the celllug."
The old sailor was a shrewd judge of
character. He gave one more glance
at the woman's face, then he said:
"Will yon take me to board with you?
I'm getting too old to live alone."
She hesitated.
"Ask for my

sneaky

want you to take your food to give
the
him, the way you did. the hen and
cat. You'll forgive me, won't you?"
"Yes, I forgive you," said the woman in a peculiar voice.
The boy, stooping over to caress the
her change
dog, was unconscious of
Slocum was not. He
of tone.

Captain

and for a second
gave her a sharp look
the
time noted lier painful thinness,
weary droop of her shoulders.
"I'm keeping you out here," he said
quickly. "That's your home, ain't It?"
"Ye»," said Thaddy. "that's our house,
and if we go In you'll take the dog

or Alpatok,
away. Oh, Kooje, Kooje,
want
or whatever your name is. I don't
to give you up."
"Who are you?" asked the old man

shortly.
1UC

UlU

OlUj'l'v

C

χλ

"My name Is Thaddeus
up.
Timbs, sir."
"What yon do?"
"Go to school," said Thaddy proudly.

stood

"Want to get au education?"
"Yos, sir. I just do."
"That's right. I'd have got on better

if I'd had one. This your sister?" And
he again turned his keen eyes on Thad-

«ly's stepmother.
"No. sir; my father's second wife.

He's dead."
"Indeed!" said the old man, and his
|;aze went again to the tiny cottage.
"Have η hard time to get along?"
Mrs. Timbs drew herself up stilHy,
but Thaddy smiled a charming, boyish
smile. "Yes, sir; In winter. Not so bad
In summer when I'm earning wages
running errands."
"IIow long have you had this dog?"
"A month last Thursday," said Mrs.
Tinibs quietly.
"Step-ma!" exclaimed Thaddy, and
his astonishment was pitiable to see.
There was a mystery here that Captain Slocum was auxious to clear up.

"My dog's grandfather

was a

wolf,"

he said, "aud Alpatok has a wolf's appetite. Who's been feeding him?"
"She baa!" cried Thaddy, wildly
pointing an accusing Anger at his stepmother. "Oh, stcp-ma, step-ma, you
had so little to give away."
••\Yh.> did you think fed him?" asked

the captain.
"1—I thought he picked up stuff on
the dumps and about the streets, sir,"
said Thaddy lu η choking voice. "She's
crept out and fed him to save my victuals. Just see how thin she is," and
he stared in sorrowful distress at Ids
slender young stepmother.
"Thaddy," she said, "there's 11 proverb about low down persons that clean
their soiled linen before

"F-forglvo

me.

strangers."

step-ma,"

..t

littered

down

at

"It Isn't that"—and she hesitated—
"but our bouse Is small. We have few
comforts."
"A man that's been used to a ship's
bunk half hi.s life don't want oceans of
room."
Her face cleared. "I'll take you, sir.
"If you don't like us you can leave us."
"All right, It's a bargain," he said
briefly. "Here's some earnest money."
Aud he forced a roll of bills Into ber
hand.
"Hurrah!" cried Thaddy, throwing an
"Now I'll not lose
arm round Alpatok.
Will you tell me of sealing
my dog.
voyages, sir, and strange countries?"
"That I will," said the old man
heartily. "I'll move my trunk out tomorrow. Come, Alpa, boy, down to the

hotel with me."
"He doesn't want to leave us," cried
Thuddy. "See him look at step-ma und
Come on, Alpa, I'll run a little
me.
way with you," aud, kicking up his
heels in glee, he seized the dog by his
shaggy neck and scauipcred over the
ash heaps with him.
"You've been scrimping yourself,
ma'am," said the old man, turning to
Airs. Timbs, who was weakly crying
over the roll of bills.
She made no response beyond slightly shaking her bead.
"For those two," said the old captain,
pointing to the boy and the dog. "And

neither of them beauties nor thoroughbreds."
"Mixed
She threw up her head.
blood lu the best blood."
'Ί guess you're right," he said slowly, "but don't fret uo more. I've got
no kith nor kin but that dog, and them
that is good to him, I'll be good to."
Mrs. Timbs' Up was trembling. "I
didn't do it for a reward, sir. "fwas
Hut 1 think the
for Thaddy's sake.
Lord sent you to us. There isn't a bite
in the cupboard, and tomorrow I was
to take him from school,
though 1 just hated to do It."
"And he's only your stepson," said
the old man curiously.
"But be loves me," she replied soft's*·
The old man smiled. "Well, let him

planning

You're right there.
an education.
and
always educatlyn.
Education
otherwise you're bound to go lame
<!ood
ulglit.
legged through life.

get

ma'am."
Captain Slocuui went away, but the
next day he arrived with his trunk.
He is now Installed 111 Mrs. Timbs' best
and

room,

AlpiituU

is

growing

to

be a

huge dog. who walks with a linn and
masterful tread the streets of the city
that he once roamed as a starved and
forsaken puppy.

.ι

ι

Step aboard my
lasted the winter.
schooner, aud I'll take ye to the place
where I let him loose.' So I come, and

the Lord led me to my dog."
"And now I've got to give him up!"
cried Thaddy, with a wail of dismay.
his
"But, dear me," and he turned to
stepmother, "I feel so bad that I forgot you don't know. I found this dog
and
on the street ever so long ago,
I've had him out here, and I felt so
to deceive you, but I didn t

character

Whitehall's shipping office," said the
old man shortly. "They know me."

The Professor
and the Girl
'

By EDWIN

L.
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1ΙΛΤ a shout went up! Four
thousand people, packing the
lout· Ki'alid stand, swayed on
tiptoe and yelled and shrieked. A great tlood of old gold in rib·
bons and banners leaped and eriukled
In the afternoon sun. In front of the
* r

jW

until
Well, I am heartily glad, lieartll> and twostepped with Miss Gray
fain
glad." And he pureed together his Hps she was fairly piping and was
to plead fatigue when the professor ofand nodded'In approval.
At tbis moment a murmur of "Oh's" fertni himself for tlie two precise cirnnd "All's." mingled with other signs cuits of the hall. Burton it was who
of pity and sympathy, passed through daringly "stabbed" his way through
the Ixjtany course and did It so cleverly
the grand stand.
corner
"They're helping him off the Hold!" that the professor vainly would
ejaculated the girl. "He must be him. And Burton it was who gained
one of
dreadfully hurt. Just look how hl.s the distinction of a mention in
head wabble. I knew he must have the professor's letters to the spinster

That horrid man who
lieen hurt.
tackled him threw him as hard as he
could on purpose!"
Two striplings In old gold Jerseys
were assisting the valiant Burton, who
had been lying where he had fallen, to
α vantage place where he would not lie
trodden upon. They deposited him under blankets lx>fore the amphitheater.
"Rah, rah, rah! Rah, rah. rail! Hah.
rah, rah! Burton!" pealed the old gold
cohort—the tribute paid a hero.
"Do you think lie's very badly inthe girl of the professor, while watching with fasclnitlon the trainer kneeling over his latent

jured?" implored

charge.

"No, Indeed," assured the professor

out of his vast knowledge. 'Toolball
players are Inured to knocks and
It is truly marvelous the
wrenches.
amount of roughness they can endure."

A huge bunch of yellow chrysanthehanded over the railing of
the grand stand and borne to the recumbent fullback, who revived enough

mums was

Wave

to

th.» tlowers feebly, showing

that the spirit was willing although,
for th" time being, the llesh was weak.
"There!" said the girl, with a sigh of
relief. Then in the center of the field
η whistle sounded, and the game went
on.

Now Professor Reach was free to rethat disconcerted train of thought
regarding his slime molds. Naturally
one would Imagine that he would be
thinking. If not of the easily absorbing
struggling upon the gridiron, at least
of his companion, for her name was
Delphine Gray, and he was going to
make it Delphine Beach. He had not
yet told her of his design. That would
puine

te arrived at in due order. The professor was the living embodiment of

method

A little man physically was Professor
Andrew Stearns Beach, M. S., assistant
to the chair of botany at the university;
little mau—immaculate, important
a
and the pink of precision. When he
had resolved upon matrimony and had
selected Miss Delphine Gray, he had
not lightly come to this decision. But
it hail seemed only tilting and proper
that an instructor of young men and
With that
women should be married.

iu mind he had noted Delphine among
those attending a series of lectures by
him for graduates and advanced students. She was. so far as he could observe,

perfectly neat; she appeared

to

have depth, putting to him questions
which indicated in a flattering degree
that she recognized and appreciated his
remarkable erudition; she lived in the
town, and lier family was g od, which
would make his position upon the faculty more secure and by influence
might likewise aid him some day to be
the president.
Finally he concluded
that Delphine, with whatever post-marriage confoiMlt.v his standards might
require, would till the bill very nicely.
In a letter to his sister he announced
His sister, a New Enghis intent!
land spinster who looked upon her
mother as rather more than a god. read
the announcement with a sense of awe
nt the Immensity "f the future in store
for one unsuspecting girl. She wrote
back
immediately, beseeching her
brother to I»? careful, and before committing himself to be sure that Miss

Gray would be sensible of her high
tion.
The

sta-

having scrutinized
under his microscope, discovering nothii.g to deter him. ρ il'sued a
He escorted her
decorous campaign.
professor,

Delphine

carefully Incubated only
hoped that no one about

mediately

ly

giant's
An

voice.
instant

punctured by

of expectant silence
another tremendous out-

break of applause.
"One! Two! Three! Four! Five!
Sl-I-lx!" bellowed the old gold army,
and, as if exhausted. Its members sat
down, carrying with them the still

"TVitj/'/t' hiljilnij him off the JicUl."
tli*» weekly meetings of the Univerhe
sity Science dub: at receptions
marie n point of favoring her with a
few polite little attentions, ami at the

That is dyspepsia.
It makes life miserable.
Its sufferers eai not because they want to,
—but slmpl> because they mutt.
They know they are irritable and fretful |

but they cannot be otherwise.
They complain of a bad taste In the
mouth, α tenderness at the pit of the stomach, an uneasy feeling of puffy fulness,
headache, heartburn and what not.
The effectual remedy, proved by permanent cures of thousands of severe cases, is

Hood's Sarsaparilla
iitKW'd

ViLLtTiiuU* boat cathartic.

Aud
and made a touchdown!
l'hode kicked goal."
"Aud this means a point for our
sh'.o?" commented the pr".fc-;;c»r indulge.:lly. "I Infjr na much by the very
evldeut delight which was expressed.

over

Captain

patronage.

The m.tin injury to the fullback was
heralded through university circles as
a wrenched tendon of the leg. and
ferions or not. it kept ι in· <i iindiiy play<>u tin· Μ·.·ι '.iy :»Γ.er out of classes.
er the game Professor l'ca'-h marked

that Burton's «hair in Section A. senior b itauy, was empty, and o:. Tuesday the vacancy stil! | r«··.aile·1.
Pos ibly it v.a-t J':<t as \ ell t » have

out of the way temporarily a man
about whom hangs the glamour of a
sixty yards run for tie· only touchHowever. Delphine, too. was
down.
absent from her sect! ί>
This complicate 1 n.ι.«■ i"s. The visual inquiries which he made of her ae-

qua'ntam es broug't

uo

:letinite Infor-

mation. and the prof· --·>ι· experienced
Sin· must be III.
a vague worrimciit.
D >u 1 >t!· ss he:· ti'ii.pe'*ai!iciit was of that
finely liar;.iodized organism \\lii«!i can
ii it endure ilu· knowledge of suffering.
;!!· I t'le sl-^'it of Burton wabbling to his

blankets had acted <ll·· troiisly upon
her nerves -that wretched Burina!
Tr.e-ilay passing and no Delphine, at
8 In the evening Professor Beach sallied forth up m the benevolent mission
of ascertaining why. Ti e maid who
answered l.'s ring seated hltii in the

parlor and left liini there among the

bric-a-brac \ '.ι'.'.ι· she went to te i his
ρ;··-!· ne··. "Γΐι'.ι-s a' au.'.nucd t his own
devi»·· s, ti e professor suddenly was
aware < f a faint, li.df familiar, yet Inthe
essence,
«loi·
luine.
definable
I .i,-evt tr.ic··- i''ion th" air. II·· sniffed
in perplexity.
and Luit! ·1 1rs linv.
Ali. I: had it! Certainly! Very laudable in lier t'i;>.
After a little delay Delphine entered,
tli.-oiiu'ii the portieres, from the adjoining silting re >m and greeted him with
just a shade of confusion lu lier manner and jt a tinge of heightened color on

her check.

"I Oliser» III

y

our

ΙΙΙ'ΜΊΙΓΙ-

iiuui ι·αηπ,

you."

told Delphine the house would get full
of the odor and smell like a labora-

tory."

Warmlnir

not.

The one thorn In the professor's flesh
was Iturtoii—the Hurton at this mo-

of
ment lying on the side lines in front
the amphitheater and hugging a mass
of yellow chrysanthemums while he
watched his fellows strive to avenge

his retirement by scoring another
touchdown.
Burton was constantly Interfering
Burton was so
with the professor.
often about the Gray premises when
the professor arrived for his regulation
call. Burton lounged arouud in such
an unconventional manner and threw
into the exchanges of Ideas unwarrant-

α

Difficult Digestion

ant

"The similarity is remarkable—very
remarkable," stammered the professor.
"However, I—I now can perceive the
difference. Ah, a distinct difference!"
dances whi<-h it was neeessary that he
Fumbling for his hat on the floor beher
grace he always solemnly whirled
side his chair, he hastily arose. "I will
twice around the room—himself being bid
I—·
you bo'h good evening.
no
an execrable performer, having
merely dropped lu 011 my way past,
her
to
took
lie
idea of tune or time,
fearing that Miss Gray might be dean occasional athletic content, although
tained from her classes by Illness.
In"
in his college days hejiad not "gme
Good evening, good evening."
r'nd indeed could not even
for athlef
"And he didn't congratulate us!"
>m
now cone J y differentiate tennis fr
laughed
Delphine to her fiance as the
footiiall. And once a wee!; he called at
of the late caller echoed
footsteps
the Gray house to conduct a formal down the front walk.
or
alone
with
Delphine
convocation,
with the family in general—It mattered
tliv MertinK lloua·.
to

bewildered profc isor.
ed remarks which were wholly Illogical
"Oh, wasn't that flue, though?" ex,- and which Interrupted the current of
elalmed the young lady whom he had thought and produced distracting merineffectually questioned. no\V settling riment. Burton it was who waltzed
herself beside him and turning to him
beaming face.
"I really am afraid that I lost track,
a little,** explained the professor. "My
view was so obstructed by intervening
bodies that"—
"Then you didn't see that splendid
run?" asked the girl. "What a shame!
Why, Burton got the ball In the middle
of the field and Just scooted with It
right through the otherteam, and they
didn't stop him till he had carried it

back Burton.
Professor Beach, detaining his companion in the amphitheater until pasclear-he detested
be
sage should
crowds gazed on the scene with toler-

thought came from ηιοΐιϋϋΠίΓ slides or
something of that kind is only a rub
I'm using on my leg," volunteered Pur"I've licen staying here at the
ton.
Grays' since I was laid up, though I

the laboratory had molested them, even
of an
to moving a cover the fraction
Inch. On a sudden he was disturbed
en
by the throng around him rising
Immasse to its feet, by the persons
behind him stepping on his

blocking his view of the operations
going on somewhere lielow.
"One! Two! Three! Four! Fl-l-lve!"
α
sonorously clinnted the crowl in

professor

Iturton with pitying forbearance.
·······
The fo ttbail game ended-slx to
nothing. At the close a turbulent tide
of old gold swept down, across the
field and out of the big gateway, and
high perched on its crest rode Full-

such an Interest in your work."
"Now, I want to know what on earth
makes you think that!" challenged the
girl in laughing astonishment.
"Well, candidly, I—I catch the odor,"
esph'.ined the professor.
"I'm afraid tbi»t stuff you noticed and

!t was very, very quiet.
In the old gold amphitheater ProfesM. S.. had
sor Andrew &tenfHS Ren eh.
been deep in musings upon the probable progress of the new slime molds

Engulfed amid this whirlpool of excitement, the professor, somewhat
dazed, forced his way to the surface
and inquired anxiously of his right
hand neighbor:
"What has happened?"
"It's over! Yes, it's over!" she cried,
but whether In answer to his query
was difficult to say,
"Ah." he hazarded, "Is the game over
so soon? And did we beat?"
She paid not the slightest attention
to him—nor did any one else—and vainhe tried to i>eer between the heads

thesis, entitled "A Few Physiological
Problems Afforded by the Ithaphldes
Delphine
of Leontodos Taraxacum."
returned the document with so many
avowals of pleasure In Its perusal that
determined he could treat
the

recitation»."
"I perceive, though, that you have
been doing laboratory work, notwithstanding." asserted the professor sagely snifling. "Mounting slides. I presume? I am glad to (iud you taking

ing

her yellow flag.

nip

tween brain and mere brawn."
Obedient to the suggest Ion the professor safeguarded Delphine against
the ·i" on the breast of Burton's old
gold sweater with his master's degree

"Not at all, thank you." replied Delphine. "I should Hiiy not—when we
beat! Rut souie matters came up—at
home—which have kept me away from

Above all the tumult swelled
kets.
clear and triumphant the riuglng caOpposite,
dence of a eollege cheer.
seventy-five yards away across the
also
field, was another grand stand,
packed with people. But Its prevailcolor was a sober dark blue, and

shoulders and knocking askew his accurately adjusted hat, by his neighbor
him
on his left recklessly overrunning
with dusty shoes aud by his neighbor
emion his right springing from her
to
nently proper position by his side
dance upon the plank seat aud wave

bly

embarrassment and pain."
"If it seems best, then do so by all
means, my dear brother," answered
the sister. "Has Miss Gray ever read
That would
your master's thesis?
present you In your true light as a
scholar and could not fall to arouse
It would
her respectful admiration.
short any tendency to waver be-

on

stand ecstatically gamboled,
extravagant gestures, a dozen
and
youths «'lad in old gold s\yeaters
flaunting to the breeze old gold blanwith

which he had
noon. lie

"1 still am favorably Impressed with
"I
Miss Gray," the professor wrote.
note that a Mr. Burton, a senior in
the College of Liberal Arts and popular as an athlete Is disposed to show
her some attention. I have no apprehensions; nevertheless, maybe I ought
to assert myself soon and thus i>osslsave him disappointment and her

said tin* professor. plunging. as soon us
tin· opening civilities hail been consummated, into liis subject. "I trust that
tin· game liad no unfortunate effect up-

grand

that

sister.
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Send for free umple.
SCOTT A BOW NE, I'hemUU,
New York,
409-415 Peart Street,
joe. and #1.00 ; «II druggist*.
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Clarence King, the geologist. 011 a
visit to Georgia during very cold weather attended a religious meeting of a
colored congregation in a large and
frigid meeting house without any heating facilities. Mr. King took an active
part in the proceedings, writes Mr.
Hague in "Clarence King Memoirs,"
and promised the shivering congregation the biggest stove he could find In
Dahlonega.
He kept his word, and a large four
foot stove, with ample lengths of cireumtlecting stovepipe, sufficient to carry warmth to every part of the room,
was

soon

installed

In

the

meeting

house.
Two or three years later Mr. King
again had occasion to visit the neighborhood. As he Journeyed f:om the
railway station he talke.l wllh the driver of the conveyance, a white ma a,
concerning matters of local latere ft
and inquired especially about the colored church and whether the stove he

had sent was still doing well.
"Are you the man that sent that stove
down here?" inquired the driver s nnewhat reproachfully. "Doing well!" he
continued. "I should say so! There
ain't a fence rail left in this neighborhood within two tulles of that ineciiu'
house!"
A man of worth Is like
Mann.
out of fushlo')

çold

-nevtr

WmI Puis.
Mrs. Samuel Ray, who has had a long
(teford
and painful illness with cancer, died at
her home last Friday morning. Further
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL particulars will be given next week.
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Ogden of Maiden,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JULY 25,1905.
Mass., arrived last Saturday for a stay
of a week or two at the Willows.
The wife of Dr. Leslie of Andover
ATWOOD A FORBES,
Paris HUI.
has been visiting at Dr. Wheeler's. Mr.
Editor* «ad Proprietor·.
A. F. Williams of Bath recently spent a
week with his daughter, Mrs. Wheeler.
Α. Ε. Foebks.
Gbokoi M. Atwood.
Re*. B. O.
ESTABLISHED 1333.

geinocrat,
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

AbVKKTieuiEjrra:— Alt legal advertisements
are given three connective insertions for #1-50
per inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertisers.

_

type, fast presses, steam
power. experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Job I'ristimo .-—New

Coming Evente.
Aug. 1.—Oxford I'omona Grange, South Waterford.
Aug. 16.— Reunion Twenty-third
ment, Lake Grove, Auburn.

Maine

Regi-

NKW ADVKRT1SEM K.NTS.

Fly Nets.
Our Clearance Sale.
Mark Down on Men's Suits.
Muslin Sale.
By lo Talcum Powder.
Cure for Hay Fever.
Guard Acalu-tGerms.
Probate Notices
Κ Notices of Appointment.
2 Notices of Bankruptcy.
Frank A. Robblus Shows.
Krult Jar Bargains.
Nine Fine Views.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
#.VUW Reward.
Gasoline Engine for Sale.
Mere and There.
< >ne of the big summer resorts In the Thousand
Islands has been employing Japanese waiters
this summer, and recently one of them suddenly
went to the proprietor and said he would not
work there any more. It was learned that
several of the guests had offered hlui tips, am!
he thought that this was Insulting to his honor.

think that the Japanese are
rapidly absorbing American civilization!
And yet

we

The choice of Hon. Charles E. Littletield as a director of the Equitable has
met with universal approval. It is true
tbat Mr. Littlelield has no experience in
life insurance business, but he has those
qualities of level-headed business sense,
independence and fearlessness, which
are just now so much needed in handling
the alTairs of that concern.
Some of the papers are commenting
adversely on the fact that the expense of
enforcing the liquor law in Penobscot
County during the past three months has
been greater than the amount of tines
collected. Well, what of it? Is there
any criminal law which is expected to
furnish the funds for its own enforcement?
be the opinion of the
best scientists, there is a deep sea at the
north ]K>le, the probability is that wheu
Peary reaches the pole it won't stand
still long enough for him to nail the
American tlag to it.

If,

as

seems to

In the same column a paper opposed
to the prohibitory law finds fault with
the Sturgis commission for having as
yet got busy in only one county, and sets
forth the great damage done to the summer resort business in another county
by "the Cobb-Sturgis freak development
of prohibitory law enforcement."
Great preparations are being made for
the entertainment of the Russian and
Japanese peace envoys during their stayin New York while on their way to the
peace conference. But care should be
taken not to feed them so well on the
American plan as to give them American
indigestion. They need all the sweetness
aud good temper possible.
After preparations for a peace conference have been going on for several
weeks, the Russians and Japanese in
Manchuria continue to tight just the
same.
It's not really an edifying or

hope-inspiring spectacle.

Last week's bot wave exceeded anything on record in this country for four
years. And yet, with people suffering
and dying in the great cities, in Maine
practically no serious results from it
bare been felt. Maine is about the best
state in the Union, in the summer.
Oxford's Scholars and School Fund.
of
The following is the number
scholars in the several towns of Oxford
County, and the amount of state school
fund and mill tax apportioned to each
for this year:
114
i <12.33
Albany
An<lover,

Bethel,
Brownlielil,
Bucktlel·!,
Byron,
Canton,..

........

...

—

Denmark
DlxdeUl,

Fryeburg,

tPthlMt.

■ration.
ireenwood,
lanover,...........

flartfor<l,
Hebron,
Hlraui

l.ovell,
Maaon,
Mexico,
Newry
N'orwkv

Oxford,
Paris
Peru
Porter

Koxbury,

Sweden,.
I'oton.

Waterfoid

Lincoln Plantation
M ana I low a y Plantation,
Ml ton Plantation
Total

The

Norway

42

15
194
42
lx>
103
247
138
27
597
81
706
302
845
225
245
97

2,286

Kuuiford
Slow
Stoneham
Sumner

Woodstock,

185
438
233
3**6
55
318
136
275
305

70
87
230
65
·ΰ
231
186
18
27

74

.*>6>5

1.1!».!»

638.35
r>
150.tR'
871.23
372 «0
753.42
SJ5.61
115.07
«1 10
531.50
115.07
509.5!»
279.45
676.71
.ns.iw
73 97

1,635.61

221 92

1,934.23

S27 39
2,315 06
616 43
671.28
265 75

6,260.23

1»1.78
23*36
63013
178 0ft
17S08
(32.S7
509.58
49.32
7397
2l8 74

9,794 $26,832 72
and Western Railroad.

The town meeting in Norway Thursday afternoon, while there was not a
large attendance, was nearly unanimous
in its action. The principal matter for
decision was "To see if the town will
grant leave to the Norway and Western
Railroad to pass along the highways and
town ways of said town, according to
the plans for location of said railroad
tiled with the railroad commissioners of
the state of Maine." Less than twenty
minutes of time was consumed in the
business, and the vote, which was taken
by yes and no ballots, was y~ in favor of
granting leave as requested, and 1 opposed. For about a uiMe along the lake
shore the railroad and highway must
both run along a narrow strip betweeu
the lake and thç hills, and there has been
as to whether the railsome discussion
road should take the lake shore or go
The survey as
inside next the hill.
made puts it on the south side of the
highway between that and the hill, and
the vote will undoubtedly settle the location. The railroad offers to haul on
its cars all gravel required for changes
made necessary in the highway.
Similar action has been taken at town
meetings in Waterford and Stoneham,
and a meeting will be held in Albany on
the 25th.
A meeting of stockholders of the Oxford Central Electric Railroad Co. was
held at Waterford Thursday, when it
was voted to surrender the charter of
the road. This was a matter of form,
but is supposed to clear away the only
legal obstacle to the chartering of the
Norway and Western.
Another son of Maine comes to the
front in Charles H. Treat, who has just
been appointed treasurer of the United
States to succeed Ellis II. Roberts who
has held that position for the past eight
years. Mr. Treat is a native of Frankfort, Waldo county, and graduated from
Dartmouth College, 40 years ago. He
has had a fine training in business and is
a recognized leader in the great financial
circles of the nation.
Sickness has been increasing at an
alarming rate at Lewiston since the inauguration of the era of the Sturgis
commission. This is shown by the sales at
the agency for medicinal purposes. The
demand has steadily increased since the
week ending June 10th, when the total
sales amounted to 1281.35. Last week
the amount reached 1873.50 for the six

Klr*t Baptist Church.
Taylor, pautor
every Sunday at 10:4S a. m. Sunday
Sabltath Evening Service at
School at 12 X.
;ju r. κ. Y. P. S. C. E. Tue«<lay evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before the let
Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Vi)U-er»altet Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 A. M.

wood.

Mrs. E. R. Davis has taken her guests,
Mrs. Nellie Goff, two daughters, Eunice
and Laura, and two grandchildren from
Robert Hutchinson and family of New Lewiston, to this camp for a few days.
Haven, Ct., have been guests at Mrs.
Roy, the oldest son of A. C. Perham,
Mellen's for a week or two.
injured one hand last Thursseverely
Mr. Case was with bis family here day by exploding a number of paper
over Sunday.
wder caps. It is hoped the hand may
Misses Elizabeth and Annette Reysaved.
nolds and Miss Irma Bixby of LeominMiss Ella Q. Berry was quite severely
ster, Mass., are with Miss P. N. Andrews injured receutly by falling down stairs,
for the summer, coming some two weeks and her mother, Mrs. Berry, accidentalsince.
ly caught the end of a finger in a camp
Miss Maud Newell left Saturday for a chair as she was sitting down, and her
in
Leeds.
relatives
visit to
weight took oil the finger.
Ex-Governor Sidney Perham and the
Mrs.
George Hammond and son
Misses Perham arrived Wednesday at Clarence went a few days ago to Forttheir summer home here. Mr. Perham, land for a visit of several weeks.
while not as strong as in former years,
Mrs. Anna C. Young has for some
is still, notwithstanding his severe ill- time been with her son, Rev. C. H.
last spring, in comfortable Young, at Bowdoinham.
ness of
health and quite vigorous for a man of
Last Friday Mrs. R. T. Flavin and
his years.
little daughter went to Bridgewater,
links
the
tea
at
be
a
There will
golf
Mass., for a visit of a week with her
on Saturday afternoon, weather permit- sister, Mrs. Minnie Merritt.
are
friends
their
and
Members
ting.
Fred Smith, grandson of L. F. Willis,
invited.
is clerking forS. T. White.
Miss Jeanuie Hubbard and Miss Marion
Mrs. C. F. Howard of Bryantville,
Hallett of Boston arrived at Mrs. Jactc- Mass., accompanied by a relative, Miss
son's last week for the summer.
Lizzie Thomas, of Neponset, is visiting
The married and single men met on Mrs. Howard's sister, Mrs. W. G. Hamand
settled
week
last
the diamond a^ain
mond.
the question of base ball ability for the
Everett Harmon of
Mr. and Mrs.
of
the
ό
in
favor
to
9
Score
present.
Milford. Mass., are spending a vacation
married. Another argument to encour- at O. D. Eliingwood's. Mr. and Mrs.
age matrimony.
Harmon left their little daughter with
Cyrus R. Lawrence, Esq., of Lawrence, Mr. Harmon's mother.
Mass., has been a recent guest at II. E.
Albert E. Fuller lias engaged the tea
Hammond's. Mr. Lawrence has served and spice route for the Grand Union Tea
on the police force of his city since 1S71.
Co. of Berlin, X. H., which was recently
He is the son of one of the early pastors relinquished by Geo. Boutelle.
here—"Elder"
church
of the Baptist
Mrs. II. G. Brown visited Mrs. Geo.
Lawrence, as he was called.
D. Robertson and Mrs. Nellie Bryant at
of
CamK.
Brooks,
Esq.,
Clayton
South Paris last week. Mr. Brown is
bridge, Mass., joined his family at shingling his house.
George M. Atwood's over Sunday. Mr.
Mrs. Godfrey and two children from
Brooks will travel in Maine on business Wayne are visiting their aunt, Mrs. I.
during the present week in the interest F. Emmons.
of the London Assurance Corporation,
Miss Miranda Taylor of Worcester,
by whom he is employed.
Mass., has been spending a week at II.
whose
Miss Alice Buck of Portland,
R. Tuell's.
serious illness was noted last week, died
Mrs. Henry Dunham of Chelsea arrivWhite
came
to
She
Saturday evening.
ed last Tuesday for a visit of a month
about
as
a
House
View
Mountain
guest
among her four sons in this vicinity.
a month ago, and occupied rooms at
Miss Starkey of Carthage, a friend of
Rev. E. O. Taylor's, where she remain- Mrs. A. D. Coburn. is spending a long
ed until the last. The cause of death vacation here for her health.
Miss Buck
was acute Bright's disease.
Eligible for what, John? A mowing
the daughter of W. D. Buck of contest? Not
was
being an eye witness we
Portland, and was 21 years of age. The are not able to say. We suppose a man
remains were taken to Portland Mouday
might saw wood three hours and only
morning.
about fill the kitchen wood box. But
£
the
House
Hubbard
at
the
Arrivals
without undue pride we may say we can
past week are: Alice E. Cole, South Port- claim better luck in the chicken busi(ieo.
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
W.
C.
Taylor
land;
ness, for we have not lost so many out
W. Johnson, Bath; Mr. and Mrs. W. A. of 218 hatched as John has out of his
Mrs.
II.
T.
New
York;
Hayes,
Henson,
30.
Buy a rat trap, John!
Hayes and Mrs. Baker, Brooklyn, Ν. Y.;
Mr! and Mrs. A. J. Chard, New York;
East Brownfield.
Miss S. M. Smith and Miss Jennette
Dr. W. G. Stickney, wife and son, of
Moulton, Exeter, Ν. H.; Mrs. George
Ma*«., are at Mrs. E. A. G.
Pottle, Miss Mary Ellsworth Pottle, Beverly,
Stickney's.
Lewiston.
Walter Boynton sawed hie hand quite
Ou Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock the
in L. À. Bradbury's mill recently.
Ladies' Aid will meet in Cumtuings Hall. badly
A heavy thunder storm visited this
All make an
Work will be furnished.
last
Wednesday.
elfort to come. All who wish to aid us place
Mrs. Sarah Johnson and Mrs. Will
in any way are invited to contribute
Johnson
spent Sunday, July 16, with
something toward our annual mid-sum- Mr. and Mrs.
John Grafton of Baldwin.
held in August.
mer fair which will be
The Osborn Stickney homestead has
Editor Charles E. Waterman of the
been purchased by Mrs. Gertrude SteMechanic Falls Ledger and Mrs. WaterMer- vens Leavitt of Portland.
man have been guests at Loren B.
Mrs. L. A. Richardson of East Fryerill's.
was in town Friday.
Prof. Maynard Maxim and family of burg
Newton, Mass., arrived Monday for a
Rumford Point.
visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. A.
Rev. E. A. Hoyt of Beverly, Mass.,
Maxim.
Several copies of Dr. Hamlin's book, will preach in the Universalist church,
The Tourmaline, received damages to Rumford Point, August 6, at 11 o'clock.
the covers in the packing and will be
Newry.
sold, at the library, at greatly reduced
prices. Library hours 2:45 to 4:45 ι\ M.
People are very busy getting the hay.
Some farmers have very nearly finished,
Friday. 7:30 to 9 P. m. Wednesday.
while others have just begun.
Pond.
Bryant's
Potato bugs are unusually numerous,
Miss Myrtle Bacon is at home for a and Paris green does not seem so effective
short time.
a destroyer as heretofore.
The Pauline Hammond Co. are giving
S. B. Frost and daughter, Mrs. Carroll,
entertainments at Dudley's Opera House have been visiting friends in town.
for two nights only.
Dr. Kittridge is making one of his
The Robinson Family give a musical periodical visits among the people, doing
entertainment at the Opera House Mon- dentist work.
A peddler, name unpronounceable, a
day evening, July 24.
The citizens have taken hold of the deserter from the Russian army, passed
wharf and worked evenings this last through the town a few days ago. Ile
week, and it is nearly completed, and will never see his native land again, for
will be a great convenience to the public. to return would be certain death.
James Farnum was called to BuckEdgar Cooledge and Mrs. Knapp, who
tield to attend the funeral of his sister, has been keeping house for him and carMrs. Martha Bridgham.
ing for his little children, were married
Mrs. Lucy Ann Peabody and little July Sth.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Chapman have a
granddaughter of Lancaster, X. IL, are
visitiug Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Cole. little daughter, born July 11th.
Mrs. Cole is her sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bartlett are occuRev. F. E. Barton of Bethel will hold pying Pine cottage for the summer.
services at the Universalist church the
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. B. Knapp are visiting
first Sunday in August.
in Bethel.
Bowker
visited
her
Mrs.
James
Denmark.
daughter, Mrs. Edward Stanley, Wedand
Thursday.
nesday
Mr. Irving Κ. Ingalls has made quite
There are but a few summer boarders
an improvement in the looks of his
iu the village at present.
house by the addition of a fine bay
Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Bartlett and
window.
son of Long Island, Χ. Y., are visiting
In the past week a number of heavy
at the cottage of the Misses Mary and
thunder showers have passed over this
Etta Bartlett.
but no serious damage has been
Reuben Whitman, the new foreman on place
by lightning, although striking
the upper section, has moved to town. reported
in many places.
Bryant's Pond 1st nine meet Oxford
Mrs. Glidden and daughter of Boston
nine July 22d. The 2d nine expect to
are guests at the Maplewood.
meet Xorway nine here July 22d.
The
The berry pickers who go on Mt. Pleas2d uine defeated Xorway last Saturday,
ant report fine pickiog.
score standing 13 to 10 in favor of BryThe eoutmion of Mr. A. H. Witham,
ant's Pond.
who is at the insane asylum, Augusta,
Powers <>f Rumford Falls and Samuel
remains about the same as when taken
hstes of West Paris are doing the Mason
there.
work on the Hall cottage. Capt. Isaac
Hall and wife are expected this week.
Hiram.
East Hebron.

Our silver grays,

including

your cor-

resondent, consider the thunder shower

II. A. Record has an addition of six in
the family from Lynn as visitors and
boarders at present.
Herbert Tuttle from Chelsea, Mass.,
was in this place last week calling on
old acquaintances and neighbors of
former years.
Miss Hazel Getchell is in her oid home
in Lewiston for one week's visit.
Miss Belle DeCosta and friend from
Auburu passed last Sabbath with her
father, Charles DeCosta, and her sister,
Mrs. Cassia Perkins.
Charles DeCosta's wife is expected
here after an absence of many years.
The white moth has arrived and is
very fond of cabbage. So far we tind no
remedy to prevent them from eating
them, and they are wise enough to select
the fairest and largest in the lot.
Various uew specimens of insects are
in our gardens and in the grass and cultivated land.

of July 12th the most extensive shower
in duration and amount of rainfall in
Hiram for 50 years.
It is not generally known that Judge
Parker, the last Democratic candidate
for president, is a descendant of Lieut.
Benjamin Ingalls, the first settler of
Hiram (1774), being also a descendant of
the first white child born in Hiram.
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth has in his cottage twenty boarders. One of them,
Miss Helen P. Seaife, is a descendant of
Peregrine White, the first white child
bora in New England.
Oi lead.
Miss Imogen Burnham of Boston is
at her home, com-

Society, preached here
Sunday morning.
Mr. Clinton Metcalf joined hi· family
Saturday and Tuesday they all returned
to Farmington.
The farmers have generally begun
haying.
Mre. ffm. Rogers Chapman has rethe M. E.

terspersed. The evening ended with

a

dance. A good sum was realized.
Mrs. James Bowker of Bryant Pond
spent Thursday with her daughter, Mrs.
Edward Stanley.
Mr. Morton Burbank has returned to

New York.
Norman Gehring and little
Mrs.
daughters have returned to Portland,
having spent a few weeks with Mrs.
Gehring's parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. R.

Wiley.

Prof. W. S. Wight has gone to Old
Orchard to arrange for the festival conA
cert to be given there in August.
series of concerts will follow in several
cities in the state previous to the grand
Music Festival in Portland.
The Christian Endeavor will serve
supper on the church lawn Wednesday

evening.

The ladies of the M. E. society will
hold their annual sale and supper on
Mrs. Littlehale's lawn next Thursday
afternoon and evening.
Pinecroft is again occupied by the
family of Mr. Albert Foster and Mr. and
Mrs. George Foster of Charlestown,
Mass.
Wesley Woodbury, Esq., of Pottsville,
Pa., and his family have been guests at
Mr. J. U. Purington's the past week,
starting on their homeward trip Satur-

day morning.

Qreenwood.

Catching weather for haying, but for
crops it is just the kind to
have, however fatal it may be to city
dwellers, to say nothing of some of those
who live in the country.

growing

ten pigs, whito
Che>ters, we never saw than Sylvester
Cole's sow presented him with recently;
but he came very near losing several of
them one of those hot days last week by
keeping them in a tight stable. Going
out to the pen he found them so overcome with suffocation as to be apparently lifeless; but on carrying them out into the open air they soon revived and
further trouble was avoided by giving
them a cake of ice and wetting the pen
down with cold water.
Less fortunate was hie son, Stillmau
Cole, who is on the town farm. About
the same time he had occasion to transfer a 200 pound shoto to another pen,
with the result that soon after getting
liim there the pig died from over exertion. Moral: When the temperature is
up among the nineties conduct yourselves accordingly; and see that the animals in your care are having a plenty of
fresh air.
After stopping up here one week, in
the mean time visiting her sister, Mrs.
Annie Davis, of South Woodstock, and
others in the neighborhood, Mrs. Soott
Merrill returned home last Friday. We
were sorry to learn that she found her
sister far from enjoying good health.
Our other recent visitors were:—Mr.
and Mrs.' Ε. II. Morgau and little eon,
Mrs. I. W. Swan and little girl, Mrs. A.
S. Brooks and her adopted girl baby and
Mrs. Leslie Whitman.
Are the deer more scarce this season
than usual? It is seldom that one is
seen about here, and that seems to be
the way they are showing up in town
generally. But it is all the same with
ourself, since we never even tired at one
and never intend to; in that way it will
be possible to get through without shooting a man by mistake.
The sneak thieves have been "doing"
the Center recently. The other night
A

liner

litter

of

rooster, another a hen
of chickens, while one
woman lost a sheet from her clothes
line. Is there no way to capture and
punish this species of human reptiles?

one

with

man
a

lost

a

large flock

present

quite

large

East Sumner.

Albertha G. Andrews has gone to
Falls to visit her uncle, John

Kezar

ljuint.

Mr. John Oaks of Portland and Mrs.

Day, Mrs. J. H. Walker's mother, are
visiting at J. H. Walker's.
Josiah P. Cobb of Wilder, Yt., is in

town for a few days.
The Robinson family gave a very âne
entertainment Monday evening.
They
have started on a six weeks' tour of OxWest Buckfield.
ford and Cumberland Counties, and
Mrs. Will Fogg has been quite eick
wherever they stop the people may be
with a sore in her throat. Aggie Flagg
sure of a very enjoyable evening.
is at work for her.
Ε. X. Fox and wife are stopping at
Mrs. Horatio Flagg's brother, Charles
Fryeburg at present.
from Minnesota, has been to see
Β. E. Brown at "The Kezar" is having Buck,
her. It has been some thirty years
a good number of l>«>arders.
he
was here.
Mrs. Elwell Andrews is in very poor since
Chas. Lowe is at work for O. D. Warhealth at present;.
Smith and Warren Buck for
G. W. Walker has bought a good ren; John
5. M. Bonney. James Richards is at
horse of J. W. Howe.
work at Buckfield.
Joseph Bassett has sold his grass to J.
Vina and Jennie Bonney have finished
W. Howe.
at Buckfield. Jennie is at work
Virgil Charles and wife are here for a work
for Mrs. H. H. Buck.
short vacation.
Blanohe Buck is visiting at Barrett.
Fred S. Walker is at home on a short

vacation and his friend, Dr. Snow, is
with him.
E. C. Walker, Esq., and wife, of Bridgton, are here for a few weeks.

North Stoneluun.

Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton have gone
Milton Plantation to work.
Walton Barker, who has been visiting
lie sister, Mrs. Wm. Gammon, for a
while, has gone baok to Sooth Paris.
John Adams and wife -visited his
Freeland Adams, at North
)rot her,
:o

Hartford.

Mr. Daniel Foster, who has been sick
for a few days, is out again.
Mr. Roscoe J. Child, who has been
and Sunday.
driving for Dr. Marston, West Sumner, torway,L.Saturday
days.
J. Gammon has been enjoying
Mrs.
has returned home.
Mr. Clarence Alley, who strained his « visit from her brother and his wife,
William McDonald Fowler, aged about
fr. and Mrs. Frank Haven, from Massa31, was fatally injured by falling timbers side, is gaining slowly.
Mr. James Billings has purchased a. husetts, alio her daughter, Mrs. Charles
in a lumber yard in Portland Monday.
11 .Awreace, of Sooth Parla.
Fowler leave· a wife and three children. new mowing machine.

]
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STOMACH IN

South Paris again proved too much for
of Ramford Falls, and
West Paris at West Paris Saturday afterand
of
E.
daughPortland,
brother,
F.,
winning rather easily. South
ters, Hazel and Dorothy, have recently noon, won
by hard batting, and although
visited their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Paris
they were charged with seven errors,
Atwood.
the two which were made in the
The foundation of the M. E. church is onlyinto runs. Alall right. All right, sir. The work was first inning developed
the others combined with hits
done by contractor Kerr of Rumford
put them in several bad holes, they were
Falls.
able to pull themselves out withalways
to
went
O.
Tilton
and
W.
C. H. Prince
West Paris another score.
Portland the 17th Inst. to take home an out allowing
South Paris started the game by scorAs
auto which Mr. Prince had bought.
ing 4 runs in the first inning on a base
they had neither of them a license—to on
balls to Cole, eingles by Wheeler,
kill, an experienced chauffeur came with
Pike and Monk, and Berry reachthem easily in four hours. They are all Shaw,
first on Brock's error. West Paris
right now, "armed and equipped as the ing
also made its only run in this inning on
law directs,'1 in the language of the olderrors by Fifield and Monk and bases on
time military summons.
to Brigge and Ratcliffe.
William Bridgham of Lewiston and balls
Although South Paris had men on
Mrs. C. B. Bridgham of Cohasset came
bases in nearly every inning, they did
to attend tbe funeral of Mrs. Thos. S.
not score again until the seventh, when
16th.
occurred
which
July
Bridgham,
the first man up, hit for two
The families of H. A. and C. M. Irish Wheeler,
bases, Shaw and Pike each following
have been camping at North Pond.
with a single.
Mrs. I. W. Shaw has been very ill but
Again in the ninth Wheeler was the
is much better.
first man up, and was hit by a pitched
Carlton Gardner is much improved.
and although Shaw, Pike and Berry
The sidewalks are in a dangerous con- ball,
each followed with a single, only one
dition and need looking after. A broken
run came in, owing to poor base runleg might stir up the municipal officers, ning. In this
department of the game
be
this
would
but
expensive.
Paris seems very weak, and is
The daughters of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. South
losing scores by using poor
Spaulding are at home. Rilla has been constantly on
the bases. We know not
at home some weeks. Lida arrived later. judgment
the fault is with the runners or
Greenwood's mention of Alonzo Fuller whether
the coach, but it should be remedied.
brings to mind a peculiar combination
There were perhaps no feature plays
of names, and will admit of slight corin the game. Cole pitched well, and
rection. There were eight brothers in
he forced in West Paris' only
the Fuller family with whom I was ac- although
it was evident that the umpire's
quainted, and their names all commenc- run,
was rather
poor. He struck
ed with Ε—Ezekiel, Edward, El bridge, eyesight
out seven men and allowed only five
and
Emery—
Essec, Elonzo, Elon, Ellery
one of which was a foul, and anhence it is Elonzo instead of Alonzo. hits,
other should have been a put out. In
Elonzo is about '87, Essec is older.
Wheeler, Shaw and Pike all did
Emery is the youngest of the three liv- batting
Pike leading with four hits out of

though

well,

ing·

five times at the bat, while Wheeler
made two hits out of three times at the
bat, and scored three runs. The score:

A. N. Merrill, master carpenter on
Horace Murcli's house, has moved from
hie home in Hartford into G. Tilton's
rent.
Murch bas tbe boss bouse in town—
a mansard roof and all the ceteras thereunto belonging. Work on the stable is
the order, while the plastering is drying.
A peculiar combination of circumthe
confronts
stances
community.
Horses have advanced one hundred per
cent within a few years. Automobiles
are in great demand, greater than tue
market can supply. Death and destruction stares us in the face if we venture
of
with any kind
out
conveyance,
and for women and us old people, we
are constrained to declare with Tom
Piatt, that life doth scarcely pay.
An Italian camp has been built at the
old White trotting park, and sixty
Italians are expected to-day, Saturday.
We are fast becoming
metropolitan.

SOUTH PARIS.
A II.

4
5
S
5
5
5
4
4
4

role, ρ
Flfleltl, 3-b
Wheeler, 1-b
Shaw, l.f.
Pike, β.β
Berry, 2-b
Monk, c.f
Parlln, r.f
Hebbaril, c

43

Totale,

Totale
•Hebbaril

Oxford.

P.O.

C

27

14

Λ.

s
ο
2
2
0
10
10
2
2
1
2
0
2
0
1
3
7

11

WEST PARIS.

nowkcr, 1-b
Emery, c
J. Rowe, η
Ν. Rowe, β.β
BrlffK». 3-b
Ratcliffe, r.f
Riillon, l.f
Bacon, c.f
Brock, 2 b

Selah.

B.II.
ι
ι
0
0
3
2
13
1
4
0
2
0
2
ο
ο
0
0

Κ.

Α.
0
3
3
2
2
l
0

B.II. P.O.
0
2
7
115
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
5
ο
ο
l
0
0
2

E.

ο
1
ο

1
1
3
1
0
0
Î

A.B.
4
5
5
4
3
3
4
4
4

K.

0

1

3

4

1

38

1

5

«26

15

4

Κ
0

0
0

1
0
1
0

ooooi

out, hit by batted ball.
Score by ΙηηΙηκβ.

cheap.

nay well represent the "guard" against
ickness. If is the strong and vigilant,
be swallow·
iny disease germs that may
id will be neutralized by the digestive
from
the
system.
uices, or else driven
Everyone with weak digestion should
and so
season
this
at
ise Mi-o-na
itrengthen the stomach that disease
rerms can have no effect whatever. This
emarkable remedy puts the whole
ligestive system in so healthy, clean and
iweet a state that fermentation of the
ood cannot exist, that any disease
stomach will
;erms which may enter the
>e destroyed, and food will be so readily
issimilated that a rapid and healthy in:reaso in flesh will result.

Nervousness and sleeplessness

come

now

now

ONE

LOT voile, plain

VOLUNTEERS

BRYANT'S POND

Hebron.
Rev. Mr. Howes of Mechanic Falls
preached here Sunday afternoon.
Miss Agnes Bearce
attended the
at
American Institute of Instruction
Portland last week.
Mies Eva Barrows is at home from
teaching in Everett, Mass.
Mies Martha Pratt and Miss Tavie
Pratt are visiting relatives in South
Paris.
Mrs. Joseph Hibbs and her sister, Mrs.
Tribou, of Machias, have been spending
a few days in Greene with their sister,
Mrs. H. N. Hood.
Miss Grace Bumpus is in Poland this
week visiting at Mr. Rowe's.
Freddie Bartlett of Boston is with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bartlett.
Miss Josephine Clune of Boston is the
guest of Miss Gertie George.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant is with relatives
in Auburn.
A. M. Richardson and Mrs. II. A.
Cushman have gone to Massachusetts to
attend the funeral of Mrs. Cushman's
niece, Miss Ethel Mather.

Since the passage of the bankruptcy
law there have been in Oxford County

about 200 cases in which the relief
afforded by the law has been sought.
These represent a total indebtedness of
Assets are generally
about $200,000.
very small, and in many cases insignificant, the case cited above furnishing
more assets than all the rest combined.
The weekly Rumford Falls Times,
published by the corporation named, is
now published by a new company, and
has been issued without interruption.

BOLSTER'S

MILLS

1;

OXFORD

Pillow

anticipated, the game at Oxford Saturday afternoon between the
home team and Bryant's Pond, was the
best of the season. The strong point of
the Bryant's Pond team was the battery,
and although Currier's support was de
cidedly off color at times, he pitched tine
ball and deserved to win.
As

was

RADCLIKFE

5;

HARRISON

2.

Kadcliffo defeated Harrison for the
second time on the fair grounds Saturday afternoon in a well-played game by
a score of 5 to 2.
Next Saturday afternoon South Paris
will meet Hebron for the first time. The
game will be played at the fair grouuds.
Maine News Notes.

The
Co. at

plant of the Fish River Lumber
£agle Lake Plantation on the

Bangor and Aroostook Railroad was
totally destroyed by firo Friday, at a
loss of about $90,000.

A half-breed Indian by the name of
Willis Anderson was drowned in Little

Sebago Lake Friday morning by falling

out of a boat while intoxicated.
a wife but no children.

lie had

It was announced in Bangor Friday
that the Penobscot Central railroad, an

electric Itne from Bangor to Charleston,
25 miles in length, had been sold to a
syndicate of Bangor and New Tork
capitalists. The purchase price was not
made public. It is understood that the
road will be greatly improved, new
power used and the service greatly benefited. The road has never been profitable, and has for some time been operated by the bond holders.

New styles

Neckwear.

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

ISO Namu

St., N.V. Tremont Tempi», BOSTON

Acont·.

FROTH1NGHAM, South Paris.
FRENCH, Norway.

D. M.

W. O.

MarL·
^Down

NOTICE.
[n the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
)
in Bankruptcy.
GEORGE C. RUSSELL,
of Canton, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of George C. Russell In
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid:
Notice le hereby given that on the 22ml day of
Runell
July, Λ. I>. 190Λ, the said George
true duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the ilrr>t
Court
held
at
the
of
his
creditors
will
be
meeting
House, In South l'arls, on the !th day of Aug
Λ. D. 1Î05, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon.at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
f.'alms, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
nnd transact such other business as may proper
ly come before said meeting.
South l'arls, July 24, l'J05.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy-

}

—

Mt. Mica,

Paris,

All broken lots
and ends of lots
from our suit stock
have been marked
down several dollars. Improve this
opportunity to purchase a good suit for

|£

a

Me.

NORWAY

marked

down to
Your
choice
$7.50.
of our $12 and

$i3.50suits
$12.

H. B. FOSTER,

in

Norway,

Black and White and Colors,
3

cents

each

Souvenir

; 2 for

Stationery

5

Me.

cents.

of South

Paris at 30 cents the box.

Next to Post

$10.

tor

All of the $15, $16
and $tS suits are

LAKE

PENNESSEEWASSEE,

outlay.

$10 suits have been

HILL,

AND

small

Prices have been
reduced as follows :
Our $7.50 Suits are
The
now
$5.50.

FINE VIEWS OF SOUTH
PARIS

—

Men's Suits.

NINE
PARIS,

ON

Pharmacist.

Office, South

Paris.

PltOBATE NOTICE».
Γο all jicrsons Interested In either of the Estalo
herclnaftci* named :
At a Probate Court, held at ParWIn ami
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tueeilay of
July, In the year of our Lor<l one thousand
nine hundred and Ave. The following matter
having l»een presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It 1h hereby <)BI>KKKI>:
That notice thereof be given to all person* la·
terehted, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successtvely In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they ma ν appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Rumford, on the
third Tuesday of August, A. I>. 1W5, at 9
of the clock In tha forenoon, and lie heard thereon If they see cauee.

Ladies'

=

Specialty

We have

a

=

Store.

few lots of

Children's Dresses
Which

we

will close for the

following prices

:

One Lot Print Dresses 19c. One Lot Cambric Dresses
One Lot Cambric and Gingham Dresses 98c. One Lot Percale Dresses

L.

Telephone

$1.25.

M. L.UJVT,
136 Main

18-4

St., Norway

Harvesting Machinery.

Deering and Walter A. Wood.
New York Champion Rakes.
We have

stantly

on

a

large
hand.

stock of the above

goods

and

a

full line of

repairs

con-

BUY.
HE SURE AND'SEE THEM BEFORE YOU

A. W. WALKER & SON,
Soutli Parie, Maine.

estate of
HORATIO

WOODBURY, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deccnsed, and given
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and

all Indebted thereto
ment Immediately.

July 18,1905.

are

requested

ALTON C.

to make pay-

WHEELER.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
EMMA D. RICKER late of Waterford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
July Id. 1905. CHARLES M. COOLIDGE.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
li.is been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
MARGARET BROWN, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
lemands against the estate of saJd deceased are
lcslrcd to present the same for settlement,
md all lndeuted thereto are requested to make

N.

Dayton

Bolster & Co.

ARE SHOWING A FINE LI*E OF
Mich.,
saying
Hammond.
that your roadbed is one of the smoothNO SECRET ABOUT IT.
pnyment immediately.
Gertrude Warren is at work for her est I have ever been on, and the night
J A MES ". WRIGHT.
July 18, 1905.
It is do secret, that for Cuts, Burns,
unole, O. D. Warren.
from Montreal to Toronto, the train was
Fever Sores, Sore Eyes, Boils,
Ulcers,
was
at
NOTICE.
of
Hartford
Allen
C.
Harry
as steady as if one had been in a hotel."
etc., nothing is so effective as Bucklen's
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
Mrs. Rosetta Warren's Saturday, July
The travel over the Grand Trunk is Arnica Salve. "It didn't take
long to jeen duly appointed executrix of the last will
15th.
every year, and as the ex- cure a bad sore I had, and it is all Ο. K. tnd testament of
increasing
Mrs. Washington Heald spent last cellence of this railroad is
LUCETTA M. WINS LOW, late of ParU,
becoming for sore eyes," writes D. L. Gregory, of η the
a
week with her mother, Mrs. Lydia known more and
County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
more, travellers from Hope, Tex. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff &
îavlng demands against the estate of said de
Vamey, of Sumner.
of
all parts are taking the
«aseu are desired to present the same for seule
Co.
South
West
opportunity
s,
Paris,
drug
store,
Hon. C. H. Prince was in the place
nent, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
a
riding on the fast trains which this line Paris.
new
with his new Stanley auto, July 20th.
nake payment Immediately.
is noted for in Canada and over their
LIZZIE A. MIL LETT.
July 18,1905.
of
Rev. George R. Vamey
Bellingham, double track route between the princiA Bangor correspondent reports a
Wash., is visiting his sister, Mrs. Jennie pal cities of the East and West.
NOTICE.
cue in which a mother found her fifteen·
Heald, and will give bis stereopticon
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
dead drunk in a road tas
ear-old
daughter
lecture on the Lewie and Clark expobeen
duly appointed executor of the last will
Corporation Organized.
ouse near that city.
There are several >nd testament of
sition at Grange Hall, Tuesday evening,
The following corporation has filed its
W. FIFIELD, late of Paris,
IURAM
the
circumstances
connected
with
pitiful
July 25tb.
certificate of organization at the office of
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
case, including the fact that the mother tonds as the law directs. All persons having :
of
State:
the
Secretary
is a widow who has worked hard to sup- lemands against tho estate of said deceased j
North Paris.
The Hastings Chemical Co., organized
re desired to present the same for settlement,
her two girls and bring them up
M. D. Brown of Dorchester and Ur. at
for the purpose of manufactur- port
Ad all Indebted thereto are requested to make
Bethel,
Parker of Revere, Mass., were at A. J.
tavment Immediately.
wood alcohol, all kinds of lamber, properly.
ing
GEORGE A. WILSON.
July 18,1905.
Abbott's over Sunday, the 16tb, also and the
running of a general store in
A BAD SCARE.
Harold Abbott of South Paris.
see
and at Batchelder's Grant with $35,000
NOTICE.
Some day you will get a bad scare,
Mr. Moody cut H. W. Dunham's grass
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
capital stock, of which 135,000 is paid irhen
feel
a pain in your bowels,
ιand now has gone to Woodstock to cat in.
you
88
administrator
Mark.et
as been duly appointed
of the
Officers: President David R. HastSquare,
of
1the grass on his farm.
of Auburn; treasurer, ffm. W. »nd fear appendicitis. Safety lies in stateMARY
ings
late
of
S.
PARROTT,
Oxford,
ΜΑ1ΝΏ.
SOUTH
Dr.
New
Life
a sure cure,
John Ross has sold his gray mare to
PARIS,
Pills,
King's
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Hastings of Bethel. Certificate approv- for all bowel and stomach
]Ε. E. Thurlow.
diseases, ondsasthe
All persons having
law directs.
ed July 17, 1906.
inch as headaohe, biliousness; costive- eraands against the estate of said deceased are
Leroy Abbott is baying for Deacon
A
the
eslred to present the same for settlement, aad
The annual grove meeting of the Ox- aess, etc. Guaranteed at F. A. Shurt- U
]Dunham.
CASTOR IA FtrlnfantssndChMrtn. Bears
indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
Mr. Davis preached ben the 10th «ad ford Association of Universallsts will be leff A Co., Drag Store, South Paris, West j tent Immediately.
I
Jon· 90th, 1900.
J. M. PARROTT. i
ιit Sooth Woodstock in the evening.
held at Lake Anasaguntloook Α αχ, 0 th, Paris, only Sfio. Try them.

LACE CURTAINS
For 49c. to

$2.00

pair in Nottingham
$4.75 pair in the

and $2:50 to
Arabian color and

I

style.

Tapestry table
Covers and Draperies.
Also

and couch

Call and

them.

j

12 12c.

Is the title of our illustrate! catalogue, just
jut. fully describing hundreds of money·
making farms; many having stork, tools
Write today for
find crops included.
FREE copy.
If you want to get a quick sale send for
>ur free description blanks.

Elmer Keyes of Bangor, who killed
his wife a few weeks since, has been
committed to the insane hospital for
CLIFFORD NEWMVN, Lite of Dig field, deexamination as to his sauity before his
ceased; ρ«·*11Ι.»η for order to distribute balance
trial at the August term of court.
remaining In hi* hands presented by William
W. Blanchard, administrator de bonis non.
Mrs. Luke Normand of Lewiston was
DF.RORWI R. FOYE, late of Waterforl, defatally burned by the explosion of an ceased;
petition for order to distribute balance
oil stove Wednesday. She was token
remaining In Ills hands presented by William
to the hospital, where she lived only a Foye, admlni trator.
few hours. She leaves a husband and
JAMES G. DAVIS, wanl, of Canton; second
four young children.
account presented for allowance by Ueo. A.
Wilson, guardian.
While in swimming in the river at AuESTELLA M. JUDKIKS, ward, of Greenafternoon Edouard
burn Wednesday
wood; ilrwt account presented for allowance by
lie lived on Edward W. Penley, guardian.
Banville was drowned.
Park Street, Lewiston, and is survived
ZERA MAY BEAN et als, warils, of Denby a widow and a ten months old child. mark; petition for llccnse to sell and convey
real estate and invest the proceeds presented by
His age was 22 years.
A. Maude Wltham, guardian.
tank
soda
of
a
The explosion
copper
ADDISON E. DERRICK, Judge of said Court.
Tuesin
Rockland
a
works
at
V true copy—Atteet:
bottling
ALBERT D. PARK. Reenter.
E.
to
caused
Orcutt,
injuries
George
day
aged *>0, which may prove fatal. lie
NOTICE.
was takeu to the Knox Hospital with
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
his left leg crushed below the knee, left bas been duly appointed administratrix of the
shoulder shattered and collar bone estate of
A.C.THOMAS KING, late of Parte,
broken.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
as the law directs
bonds
Miss
Marjorio Smart of Dan vers, demam Is against the estate of said
deceased are
Mass., aged 18, was drowned while desired to present the same for settlement, and
bathing in the Saco River near Saco on all indebted thereto are requested to make paythe 15tb. In company with three other ment Immediately.
ALICE M. HALL.
July 1β, 1905
young women she was coming upon the
NOTICE.
a
into
all
lloundered
beach wjen they
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
deep hole. The others got out with been
duly appointed administrator of the

last Thursday by
the
left Boston
steamer Arabic of the White Star line to
attend the world's meeting of the order
that is to be held in Belfast, Ireland,
and which will be a session of ten days.

-17c.

STOKE CLOSES FRIDAYS AT NOON.

BROOKS—The

Trying to swim ashore from his boat
after he had lost his oars, James Ahearn
of Main Street, Auburn, was drowned
Friday evening, in the Androscoggin
River.

Tops.

We have the latest patterns, both pictures and stamped to work.
and 50c. Silk, 4c. skein.
every week, 25c. and 50c. Cords, 25c.

13.

0.

now

Ask P. A. Shurtleff & Co. to show you
If you want the latest in Neckwear wo can please you, nearly everything w hite
;he guarantee under which they sell MiPrice 50 cents. It costs nothing and washable, 12 l-2c., 25c., 50c.
)-na.
Neck Kibbons, all colors, heavy taffetas, 25c. Soft taffetas and satin, lrtc.
înless it cures.

A newly organized team of South
Paris which has taken the name of
Volunteers played its first game at Bolster's Mills Saturday afternoon with the
team at that place, winning in a very
hard hitting contest by a score of 16
to 13.

Wednesday.

plished.

1ft;

25c.,

ONE LOT marked down, slightly crushed, of lace pattern muslin, edged with
.......
15c.
lace, were 19c., now

luickly cured.

First base on errore, South Parle 2 ; West Purle
Hit by pitched ball, Wheeler.
7.
Umpire,
Curtis. Scorer, Thayer.

Mr. Nathaniel Fisher is visiting relatives in Portland.
An
earthquake shock sufficiently
severe to shake buildings was felt here
Saturday morning, the 15th, at 5 o'clock.
Mark Mayberry has moved into Lcndall Dunn's house.
Mr. Hudson Knight of Parie visited
his cousins, Mr. and Mrs. John Elden,

colors and good weight, regular price
Silk Muslin now 25c., 34c., 42c.

Infants' Bonnets.

July

bakery.

ιός.

.........

often from a weak stomach than
'rom any other cause; headache, back-

>tomach. Mi-o-na corrects all this, presents the formation of acids, and nervousis
ices, kidney trouble, or rheumatism,

to

12 1.2c.
ONE LOT heavier taffeta, good colors and patterns, was 10c., now
ONE LOT lace stripe and mercerized muslin, pretty shades, regular price i'.*>c.,

nore

icbe, and rheumatic pains are directly
:aused by an acid condition of the

We wish

ONE LOT lattice voile, light and dark shades pf blue, brown, pink, etc., pretty
.8c.
lacy weave, was 12 l-2c., now
ONE LOT contains lace and dimity stripe», sateens, crepes, etc., these are in
neat
patterns, were l^c.,
plain colore, ligures, and stripes, all colore,

Mrs. Ernest Hall and little daughter,
1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9—Total
WANTED.
Virginia, of Augusta, aro visiting her
4 0000010 1—6
South Parle
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
S.
for
Girl
Hayes.
parents,
general housework.
1 00000000—1
Weet Part
Miss Root has returned to Hartford,
Address
Earne<l runs, South Parle 4. Two-base hits, Wages good, duties light.
Conn.
Cole, Wheeler. First Imec on balle, off Cole 2; after
13th,
Wilfred Perkins has added ice cream off Rowe 2. Struck out, by Cole 7; by Rowe 4.
MRS. C. H. WRIGHT,
tables to the other attractions of his Left on Imeee, South Parle 10: Weft Parle 10.

large audience greeted Rev. George
K. Vamey at the Congregational church,
East Sumeer, on Sunday, July 10th.
Mr. Vamey was a native of Sumner and
Crushed by Falling Logs.
his old time acquaintances were much
Stephen
Robarge was killed under a
pleased to again greet him after many pile of logs on the canal bank at Rum
years' absence. He is pastor of a large ford Falls, Saturday, the 15th. Robarge
Baptist church in the city of Belling- on returning to work after dinner, having
ham, state of Washington, and is one of a few minutes before 1 o'clock, lay down
the many successful young men who to smoke
directly in front of a huge pile
have honored old Maine by their integ- of
logs, which almost immediately rollaud
rity
capability.
ed down on him. He was badly mangled,
The hay crop is being mostly harvestand probably was instantly killed.
ed and is quite good.
Robarge was about 40 years of age, a
Miss Hattie H., daughter of Rev.
native of Nova Scotia, and unmarried.
Frank W. Snell of Dennysville, is visitHe leaves several brothers and sisters.
difficulty.
ing relatives in this vicinity.
The sick ones in the place are mostly
Excellence and Elegance.
Former Sheriff A. S. Bisbee, grand
improving.
Mr. G. T. Bell, General Passenger couLQilor of the grand lodge, I. O. G. T.,
The Baptist people occupied their new
and Ticket Agent of the Grand Trunk of Maine, and F. W. Gowen of Watervestry last Sabbath. The main building Railway System, is frequently in receipt ville, recently elected as delegates to the
is not yet ready.
from
of
communications
patrons, International Supreme lodge, and Coneulogizing the service that is found on gressman C. E. Littlcfield of Rockland,
Brownfield.
A

STRENGTHENING THE
SUMMER WITH MI-O-NA.
In time of war the most responsiblity
este upon the guard. If he is lacking
Our entire line of summer muslins marked very
η vigilance, disaster can easily overtake
close them out before their usefulness for the summer is over.
he army.
Our stock contains all shades and many patterns now.
With the individual life, the stomach
BY

WELL

CEEP

1.

WEST PARIS

pleasure jannt.
Fred Atwood,

If not then more is the pity.
The other day a fine monument was
erected on the Brown burying lot in the
Bennett cemetery. The whole structure
is American marble, nearly snow white,
and stands six feet in height. The inscriptions consist of the deaths and ages
of William Brown, bis wife and three
children; the last one being Wm. Dexter
Brown, whose tragic death occurred at
East Sumner, October 7, 1904.
The yard contains a large number of
graves, the most of which are marked
with slate or marble, although there are
quite a number which are marked only
by a rough stone placed at the head and
An Unusual Bankruptcy Case.
foot of the grave; and no one at present
A case with some unusual features
knows who the occupants are. The
most of these graves are nearly on a has recently been settled in the banklevel with the ground, although some of ruptcy court. This was the case of the
them are sunk several inches below the Kumford Falls Publishing Co., which
was forced into bankruptcy by the dissurface.
honesty and disappearance of its treasurer.
The final dividend paid was 41.36
Wilson's rouis.
the total dividends
C. T. Fox is at homo with a lame arm, per cent; making
Azol Wilson has moved on to the paid 01.3(1 per ceDt. So large a percentis remarkable, and the referee in
Fred Taylor place, which he bought last age
for Oxford County, Hon.
spring, and is preparing to cut the grase. bankruptcy
Geo. A. Wilson, and the trustee in this
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. John
T. Parker, Esq., take conOleon, the 12th. There were twenty case, Ralph
siderable pride in the results accomamount ol
a
and

work done.
H. A. Heald, of the Aziscoos House,
has gone to Portland.
The Grange held a sociable at the
hotel Saturday evening. Ice cream and
cake for sale. A few dances for the
young people's entertainment and tickets for sale on rockintr chair and Lillian
Littlebale got the chair.
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Muslin Sale!

GUARD AGAINST GERMS.

But Ball.

Bockfleld.
Barrett Spaulding and Will Allçn bave
last recently been to Montreal, Quebec, Megantlc, Bangor, and other points, for a

pastor of

Canada's great double track railway.
A very heavy thunder storm accom- An unsolicited letter of recent
date,
hail
over
with
wind
and
passed
panied
reads as follows:
Rev. T. D. Davies with his family re- this village Wednesday noon.
"I have just returned from the Pacific
turned to his home in Newfane, Vt.,
All kinds of fruit are small and very coast and it
may interest you to know
after ten days' visit with friends.
scarce.
that my wife and I immensely enjoyed
There was to have been a lawn party
Mrs. Morrison (nee Ellen Seavey) from the run over
your road, and you must
at J. W. Bennett's Wednesday night New Jersey with hor two eons is visiting
admit that when a woman is pleased and
had not a thunder shower prevented. A her mother, Mrs. David Seavey, of this
delighted, she receives something that
disappointment to many.
village.
has a classic touch of excellence and
Miss Lena Hicks is visiting friends in
Rev. Mr. Tyler from Ohio occupied
elegance. I am inclined to think that
town.
Rev. Mr. Cameron's pulpit Sunday last. the railroad that
pleases a woman is
Mr. Ephraim Wight went to Randolph,
pretty near perfection.'1
North Buckfield.
X. H., the 4th, visiting hie relatives. He
Another letter from a physician of
has been calling on his neighbors reFlorence and Sadie Swallow of Paris
Aiken, South Carolina, reads:
cently.
are visiting relatives in the place.
"I bad the pleasure of travelling-ever
This is nice growing weather, but
Mrs. Lester Champion of Brockton,
your line from Portland, Me., to Detroit,
rather discouraging for hay makers.
Mass., is visiting her eister, Mrs. Earl
and have no hesitation in

spending her vacation
ing last Wednesday.

Lovell.

■

new

turned from her European trip and is
now at their summer home in Mayville.
Wednesday evening the Universaltst
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Hill accompanied
gave a very pleasing entertainby their two younger children, Laura society
and Herbert, have been having a week's ment at Odeon Hall. The young people
a farce and music was inouting at Camp Evergreen in Green- presented

Prcacùlug

Teems —$1.50 year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise #2.OU a year. Single copiée 4 cents.
a

mtini

Rev. Mr. Shoonover, the

Til KM Ym ton Alwm BwM

Λ

I

©Jford Democrat.

The

Mrs. Wirt Stanley visited at J. F. Stanin Âubnrn, laat week.

Harold and Carroll Cutting have gone
to Ruraford on a visit to relatives.

SOrTfl_PARIS.
Commencing

SOCTH PABIS
TKAIS9 LKAVK
(dallv, Sundays
an es.-t -4 M
»""* *·*·
Sunday only,
« *· x«

Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro exchanged
with Rev. E. O. Taylor of Paris
Hill on Sunday.

pulpits

w-t'-l") Ta.*.. S * P. M.. 10:15 P.
ι!..ι»Λν Sundays
Included). Sunday only,

"'a

: «

»

«··

OiceH

uw:

There will be a lawn party and ice
sale at the Methodist church

cream

*·

» AKIH

SDITH

7:30 A.

Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry

W8T omi

L. Shaw of New
York are at the Andrews House for their
annual vacation.

*. to 7 » p. M.

cancan.
Church, Rev. Λ. K. Bald
»·<·«» ..ngreiratlonal
m and
Prca< hlng services, 10 45 a
!*,.r·
U M.; Y. P. 3. C. K,
School
adav
.Vf *
on
meeting
Tuesdsy
V, m ( iirch prayer not ctnerwlse con
k'c'oce. Ail,
Λ·'··. i" rltally
Invited.
■π u-1.
"
iun h. Rev H. Λ. Clifford, Pastor.
t
>l, i.
rnlntc prayer meeting!» :« a. m.:
,, >'
■'·.

^

1η_. ι

|la

;ii
·■
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μ

I

„

,τ

*( uivi'r-

p„

10 45 Α. Μ., Sabbuth School
Ig μ Μ· Μ "Κ β 13 p.meetcr meeting 7 W Ρ. *.; prayer
meeting, Friday
iv evening; class

committee
The village corporation
placed a weir in the river at Riscoe
Pastor
II.
J.
Little,
Church, Rev.
Falls Saturday, according to the inm.
rvlce every Sunday at Ιο 45 a.
Kveulng service, 7 structions of the corporation meeting.
it Κ l
Guests at A. E.

M.—Parle Lodge, No. 94.

Regular
\
tv evening on or liefore full tnoon.
meetf. —Mount Mica Louise, regular
week —Aurora
y evening of each
t, rst and thlr>l Mon<lay evening·

Henry Kerr has leased his blacksmith

aoolk*

shop on Maiu Street to Charles E.
Handy, formerly of West Sumner but
recently in Massachusetts, who is now
occupying it.

nut l"'easan« Rcbekah I.odge, No.
l>
t: I
uid fourtli Fridays of each
"
I Keltows' Hall.
t
Pout, No. 14S, meets
A
Kimball
K.
I:
ι,
Saturday evenings of each
t ilr·!
àj.;
Hall.
R.
Λ.
ci.
!n
x. rif.
flret
Κ Kimball Relief Corps rneeti
\v
evenings ot each mtath, In
M

:

Morse's are Charles

■

A party which will start for Four
Ponds for a week on Tuesday consists of
Hall.
S. (ι. Burnell, Henry Gary, W. S. StarKc !«. : erp·»
I'aris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
II
the bird, A. E. Shurtleff, Charles A. Young
t
tnd tlilrl Saturday; during
tr.
In
tli*r > ear, meet* every Saturday,
and Myron W. Maxim.
r.
branle Hall.
Second and fourth Mondays of
t.C
Roy H. Curtis has been at home a few
t
from Augusta where he has an exc&'b month.
I'.—Siony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1, days
K.
1 and fourth Wednesday evenings cellent as well as a permanent position
ι- -■
κ
as grocery clerk and bookkeeper at the
ofi· "lionth.
Hamlin l odge, No, 31, meets every Maine Insane
Hospital.
vt ring at Pythian Hall.
fr
Paris
Woodmen of America.—South
Si
The new catalogue of the
public
meets second and fourth Tuesν
'>7,
I
in Uolden Cross Hall.
library cannot be completed until the
,: t.
1681, books are all in. Quite a number of
i! -m. -Partis Council, No.
7:3ο.
αϊ I third Mouday evenings at
u..
books have not yet been returned aud
a furuice in they must be immediately.
Lae
>hurtleff
put
Λ
Mr. Gerald Clifford aud a cousin, Ray
from (.'banning, of Albauy, Ν. Y., were at the
Mi ( Κ Imtlwin has roturufd
over
Methodist
Sunday.
parsonage
-.il, au«i is ^ainin^ very slowly.
the I
B'»th are members of Tufts Dental ColBoston
Mrs. AbnerS. Shaw of
M
lette and are now employed at Poland
town f'«r a few days last week.
.t

m

.rday

■

1

iay

:

trip
M

ou a

Spring.

went to Bosbusiness and pleasure

:itherine (ί.

M

Through the
ANNUAL

EXCURSION
PHESS

OF

THE

certain extent a manufacturing place.
There is a cut tlng-up mill, where three
hundred cords of spruce a day are eawod into bolts to be taken by train to the
paper mill at Rumford Falls, and above
the station are tlie birch mill and boarding house of C. B. Cummings & Sons of
Norway, of which the shortness of our
us only a fleeting and
stay
distant view.
The log station of the railroad deserves passing notice, as it is the introductory note of a style of architecture
which is much used in the region, and
without a judicious
employment of
which no resort can expect to be popular.
The station is built of peeled spruce
logs, with the log cabin idea carried out
in faithful detail, even to the wooden
door latches and enormous door handles.
The quarters at Camp Bemis are
a

MAINK

ASSOCIATION.

It has been the custom of the Maine
Press Association, for something like
forty years, to make an excursion each
summer, generally of about a week's
duration. In years when great expositions have been held, they have usually
been made the objective of the excursion. A few other trips have been made
to points outside the state, but as a rule
the association has been well satisfied to
visit some part of our own state, which
is furnishing the great summer playground of the nation, and whose varied
charms of sea and sky, lake, forest and
mountain, need no recounting to readers
in Maine.
This year the choice fell upon the
Rangeleye, that most beautiful and attractive chain of the accessible lakes of
the state. Twice before the association
has visited these lakes, once, nearly a
quarter of a century ago, when accommodations for travel there were much
more limited than now; and since its
second trip, only nine years ago, the development of the region, both in the
number resorting to it and in the comfort and elegance of their accommodations and surroundings, has been rapid.
The time of this year's excursion was
the secular week from the 10th to the
15th of July inclusive—a week when a

afforded

arranged

Brings

good audience at the
Methodist church yesterday morning
There

was

a

when three members were received in
full connection. Rev. 11. A. Clifford has
recently preached sermous from the
book of Isaiah.

employed at
l.urièila Field
:. nd for the remainder of the
is

sum!!!: r,

the

pastor of the
K.
A.
Rev.

A reception
li. Bennett and family are in
where Mr. Bennett has em- Congregational church,
r,k
at the vestry Thursday evenBaldwin,
|ilny ment.
ing of this week. All members of the
is
attaching church and congregation, also the pasI
Norway Water Co.
several of its services where a tors and the deacons of the other
m.
hi>»e in used.
churches, and their wives, are invited.
to

new

Thursday

afternoon.
Hon. A. S. Kimball was elected moderWith only one negative vote cast
ator.
the verdict was to grant the request of
the railroad people for a right to build
the road on the south of the lake road.
The first special town meeting was beld
April 29th, '05, at which time it was
voted to pay laud damages to the extent
of $3500. Out of a total of 404 votes
there were then only 13 "no" votes.
It was voted to discontinue the private
road laid out by the municipal officers
and accepted by tho town at the annual
town
meeting, the parties having
agreed upon a way satisfactory to themselves other than the one located and
towns

whs

accepted.

held

funeral services of George W.
Chaney were held Sunday afternoon at
his late residence by Rev. E. S. Cotton.
Mr. Clianey died of cancer Friday evening, July 14th, at the age of 02 years.
He has been sick for a long time, having
been operated upon twice at the Maine
General Hospital. He was born iu Portlaud and for years followed the sea. Ile
served in tho United States Navy during
the Civil War and saw active service at
Charleston, S. C. He tnnrried Mrs.
Annie E. Merrithew of Vinathaven,
who, with Hoy L., and Bertha S., son
and daughter, survive him. Interment
at Riverside Cemetery, South Paris.
At the special meeting of the stockholders of the Oxford Central Electric
Railroad Co. held at the office of the
Norway and Western Railroad, Deering
Street, in this village, Thur?diiy afterto abandon the
noon, it was voted
rights and franchise acquired and surrender its charter. Thus the way clears
for the works of the new company.
Actual construction works will be commenced in the near fu'ure, it is said.
At the monthly Board of Trade meeting action was taken regarding the
openiug of the Norway R. R. station upon
the arrival of the night express,
relative to amending the corporation
by-laws prohibiting placing signs upon
the village trees, etc. The Steep Falls
mill property has be»-n leased by the
of Trade,
power comp.iuy to the Board
who have re-leased it to the novelty
B.
company. Fred W. Sanborn, Henry
Foster, and Frank II. Noyes were elected trustees of mill matters.
Dr. W. A. Drake's 20-foot launch was
put into the water Saturday. Its
capacity is ten passeuger*.
George A. Gunn of Danvers, Mass.,
E. A. Poole, C. II. Masury and F. A.
Do.au of Boston and Rayiuoud Smith of
New York are at Bass Island for their
The

years, when in the cities man and beast
suffered and many died from the heat.
To say that in the Rangeleys we needed
heavy coats and open tires would be
manifestly absurd; it was hot weathor
But it can be
there as everywhere else.
truthfully said that in every place where
we stopped we could find at all times of

refreshing, water-cooled breeze,
temperature which was not excessive, if we were contented to sit quietly
;lay

on

the

common

plan of

a cen-

tral office and dining room, with log
cabins in which the guests live. They
are owned by Capt. F. C. Barker, a man
well known to every one who goes into
He not only owns
the lake region.
Camp Bemis, but also the Birches, and
a duo hotel with connecting cottages,
called the Barker, built two or three
years since, several miles up the lake, on
the eastern shore near Haines Landing.
He also owns the line of steamers which
make regular trips to the different points
With all that he lias on
on the lake.
hie hands he never seems hurried or
flurried, but takes things very calmly,
and if there is any heavy freight to unload he is the first one to catch hold.
After a good dinner at Bemis, wo
boarded the steamer Florence E. Barker
(named for the captain's only child, now
a girl of 12) and proceeded up the lake
to the Birches, where we spent the
night. The view of the shores from the
deck of the steamer inclines one to
doubt whether there is any foundation
for the fear that the forests of Maine
On all sides
are ever going to give out.

a

it a

unescapable,

>mi

Swett is spending; a vacation
.u, I,. P. Swett, in his camps
u

■

Hand and Drag Bakes,
Forks and Handles, Etc.

THE GLORIAS URANDLV new

Thurston, a con.
In uidlon ville, July 17, to the wife of Normal
Mclnnes, a son.
In IMxflnM, July 17, to the wife of VlvUu
Howe, a son.
In Upton, July 8, to the wife of Fred Lane,

FRANK A. BOBBINS
ALL FEATURE SHOWS

In Upton, July 14, to the wife of Leo Truddle

a son.

ΓΗΕ

Married.

RAREST
THE

Harpoon Forks, Pulleys,
Grapples and Hooks,
Rope for Hay Carriers.

BEASTS

CREAM OF

GREAT CIRCUSES

EARTH'S

In Sumner, July 19, by W. H. Eastman. Esq.
Mr. Maurice G. Farrar of Sumner and Mien
Helen A. Record of Buckfleld.
In Newry, July 8, Mr. Edgar Cooledge ani
Mrs. Knapp.
In Norway, July 15, by Re*. C. L. Walte
Mr. Walter William Frost of Norway and Μίβι
Sylvlna Ethel Peaco of Otl*fleld.
In Bethel. July 1. by Rev. C. N. Gleason, Mr
James A. Ileaward and Miss Villa W. Brooks
both of Upton.
In Rumford Falls, July 17, by Rev. G. B. Han
nnford, Mr. Fred W. Kidder and Mies Flora L
Fletcher, both of Dlxllcld.

WILD

aged

J. P. Richardson,

_

48 years.

South Paris, Maine.

Foregathering

A

of Famous Fools

Full Of Fresh, Freakish Fun.

Tba Best Scholars 01 All Brnte Creation
From Tusked Titan To Tiniest Tot
A

Hat Sale.

COSMOPOLITAN

HIGH-CLASS HIPPODROME

Whose Classic Course Presents Blue-Ribbon,
Brave Riders
Of World-Wide Renown ; Male and Female
Charioteers; Popular Jockeys; Dashing SideSaddle Experts ; Steel-Nerved Steeplechasers ;
Heroic Hurdle Celebrities ; Roman Bareback

Record-B;eaking Thoroughbreds;

In Canton, July 12, Samuel P. Dalley, aged
years.
In North Fryeburg, July 17, John Flint, aged
41 years.
In Fryeburg, July 12, Infant son of Richard
and Myrtle Keefe.
In
July, Georgia Cole, aged 2v
4<

Off Our Straw Hats.

Equtttruuib.

The sizes

THE DIP OF DEATH

Πι· Mlraeulaua Chaam-Vaultlng Cyellata
Whose Simultaneous Rival Fearsome Flights
Make Even Sensation Shudder.

Fryeburg,

years.

are

on

the

night

of

July

A.

8I1UKTLEFF A

24, 1905.

CO.

RELIEF.

HYOMEI

SAY
SOLI»

JERUSALEM

WILL

GIVE

—

1

l'ÎÎDKH

31 Market

Telephone

jars.

BLUE

STORE,

j

Although
impossible

qualities

duplicate

Spring

918, 17, 10,
13,
8,

choice,
choice,

j

2 Stores,

j

£

threatened

All

grades,

j

U.—uèmxj

Philadelphia Optical College;

Work. Cheap.

Optical. Ropalr

PARIS

Optician.

S. RICHARDS,

Best Work and Lowest Prices.

g^ature
/J?
<*

CASTORIA for Infants and Children,
§12.00 Th· Kind You Have Always Bought

//fi? A

More Boots and Shoes than any
two stores in the County.
QUALITY

RIGHT,
PRICES RIGHT,

TREATMENT RIGHT.

are a few reasons why you should buy all
kinds of footwear here. We have extra help Saturdays, we can wait on all customers promptly.

These

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

Tolophono 112-8.

July Bargains.

We arc now marking summer goods very
low to close, in order to make room for
the fall goods.

strictly

Shirt Waist Patterns cheap at 49 and 55c., now 37c. each.
now 75c. each.
2 Embroidered Waist Patterns that were gSc.,
6

44

44

44

44

44

9

*»

44

44

44

44

ι

Brown Linen Pattern,

was

$2.75,

$1.19,

$1 50,

now

now

SSc. each.

now

99c. each.

$1.98.

and 35c. per yard, now 15c.
33, 39, 49c. per yard, now 25c.
were 50, 59 and 69c. per yard, now 39c.
Several broken lots of ladies' and misses' hosiery marked at a great
reduction. Plain and fancy included in this lot.
A small lot of seasonable knit underwear in both ladies' and misses'

Shirt Waist Suit Patterns that
Shirt Waist Suit Patterns that
Shirt Waist Suit Patterns that

1 Maine.

that you

can save

money

I case

were

20

were

on.

large line of 5c. prints, most of them worth 6c.
Anderson ginghams have been 15c., now 10c.

You will find here

a

Don't forget to look at our heavy, brown, all linen crash at 8c.
ABOVE ALL, DON'T FORGET THE PLACE.

S.8. &Z.S. PRINCE,

For 75cte

selling

of

winri·

SOUTH

\

c|V
y Nets

Eye Refractionist,

*·

——

£
,e

■

Consultation and advice free.

_

—

tested free.

Graduate of the
Scientific and Practical Optician.
1"> years practical experience.

of Boston, Mass.

Formerly

unequalled merit.

Store,

and

will tit you with the

Merrill Studio, Norway, Maine,

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

■

appliances

glasses

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER,

By-lo Talcum Powder.

proceeds

Eyes

m

NORWAY.

quality
purely
antiseptic ingredients
astringent
vegetable, giving By-lo superior soothing, healing
By-lo
properties.
lutely
pervasive

new

or Money
For a Short Time. Difficult Cases Solicited. Satisfaction Guaranteed
Refunded. Embrace this opportunity and save your sight.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

preparation

are

what

Lens at half Price

Crystalline

Best French

probably

toilet

that

to you, I will allow you

I am well equipped with tho latest instruments
correct any defect of the eye, and should you need

Odd Trousers, Youths', Boys' and Children's
Suits are included at the same proportional
cut. Only a few Straw Hats left. You can
have them lots less than former price.
Why

use

thoy are worth in exchange for
gl isses. and
to determine

STORES.

Every Thrifty Man Should
Take Advantage of It.

Saved!

Brrg me all you' old glasses

of no

Our Clearance Sale

Is On.

106*3.

Money

j

1

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

FRUIT JAR BARGAINS.

j

■

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Gigantic, Glorious, Free Street Display

j

up-to-

are

date in every respect.

A TRIUMPHAL FETE IN ΤΟΚΙΟ
Introducing the Champ·'-*» Mikado Troupe of
Japan«>s<» fi> .....(tsts.
The First, Fines: Most Finished
Bicyolists, Bareback Equestrians,
Aenalists, Acrobats. Leapers, Turnbiers, Mid-Air Comics, Etc.

in

They are equipped

with coaster brakes and

"

The Famous Camel Colossus Of His Species.

CURE FOR HAY FEVER.
F.

JUMBO

bargain

rare

a

MEN'S BICYCLES.

A New and Entirely Original Personifying
Pageant of Resplendent and Historically Heroic Fascination

to you on

paid for hats at this store.

We also have

THE TRIBUNAL OF NATIONS
"

saving of 25 cents

a

every dollar

2ist.

Gasoline Engine for Male.
"Alamo" gasoline engine, 7 horsi
power, with wood saw attached.
Very little used, and all in good
condition.
LOVEJOY BROTHERS.

July

making this reduction of 25 per

This makes

CHARLES EDWARDS,
B. F. CUMMINGS.
Paris, Maine, July 24, 1905.

South Paris,

we

cent, to close them out.

$50.00 Reward.

well

having become broken,
*

A reward of fifty dollars will be
paid for the arrest and conviction ol
the person or persons who polluted

our

CARRIERS^-

^.HAY

GREATEST

son.

!
A series of gospel tent meetings will
GUARANTEE.
s >
»
be conducted by a number of young men
at
almost
is
fever
for
the
season
'ΓΙ10
hay
who are Bible school students, at
at Molunkus.
Λ Millionaise March of Mammoth Magnificences
band, and many people feel that they j
Street school house grounds,
and Mardi-gras Mirth.
IV>rter has returned from Pleasant
Κ ν 11
to
order
in
to
be
week.
will
this
obliged
go away
Wednesday of
Two Performances Daily, Rain or Shine,
has been for beginning
c. Mass., where he
II
and
the
eyes,
and
evenavoid
watery
sneezing,
Ια Stupendous New Process Wa^ruroof Tents.
Services will be held afternoon
t!.. mm few weeks.
other annoying symptoms of this dison each week day
except Monday
ing,
T!> interior of the court house is be- and Saturday.
agreeable Rummer disease.
Some of the prisoners
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. wish to announce
;r:_
; tinted.
who has been settled
Ε.
B.
I)r.
Clark,
well.
it
that when Ilyomei is used aR a prevent- I
The Royal Square Fruit Jars with
a:·usî the work, and doin^
at Bryant's Pond, has entered upon the
ive, or a cure, there will bo no hay fever. j Lightning Tops at the same price as
M i ivses Elsie Bolster, Ida Kerr. Edna practice of medicine at South Paris.
with
treatment
Ily- the round
They advise daily
!
Ka-- n. Maud Lunt and Grace Murch After the house of W. L. Farrar on
omei for two or three weeks before the
couple of days at Oak Lod^e last High Street is vacated by W. L. Bonney
the
annual
for
time
usual
appearance ol CHASE'S
VARIETY
week.
and family, a little later, Dr. Clark and
hay fever. If this is doue, the attack
and he now has
will
it,
South
occupy
if
Kuth
the
family
Paris, Maine.
Miss
ami
be
However,
will
preMilia P. Morton
M
prevented.
there.
ventive treatment is not started soon
with Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Bates his sign out
Τι. r>·
NOTICE.
of West Paris, are making a stay at
enough, and the disease makes its ap- in the IMstilct Court ol the LTnlte<l Suite* for the
The Methodist church will be closed
seven timet
next Sunday, but will be open every
amp < oucord.
pearance, use ilyomei six or
of Maine. In ItHiikruptcy.
District
The Tuesin August as usual.
In tho miitUn-o'
daily, and relief will be given at once.
)
!
ulvertisioi: car <»f Bobbins' circus Sunday
S In Iiankruptey.
KK\XK G. DAME,
There is no stomach dosing when Ely
service will be combined
W
liere last week, and the town was day eveuiug
f ItiimfoiM Falls, Bankrupt. )
tlx
Breathed
used.
is
through
omei
with the Friday evening class meeting
To tho creditors of Frank G. Dame In the
i for the circus, which will show at
I·
neat pocket inhaler that comes will County of Oxford ami illetrlci aforetialil :
until September. Aug. 6 the pastor auuual outing.
the r.i:r grounds Au^. :Jd.
air
reachet
Notice lit hereby given that on the let day of
medicated
its
will preach. Aug. 13 Rev. D. C. Abbott
every outfit,
Rev. E. S. Cotton will enjoy his vacaΛ. I). l'.*)5, the eald Frank G. Dame was
the minutest air cells, killing all germ: April,
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Scythes, Snaths, Stones,

AUG. 3.

In Paris, July 22, Mies Alice Buck of Portland
age l 21 yearn.
In Canton, Ju'y 17, Mrs. Cora, wife of W. L
Roberts.
In West Paris, July 21, Mrs. Samuel Ray.
In Rumford Falls, Ju'y 18, Mrs. Alansoi
Brlggs, aged 87 yearH.
In Norway, July 19, Mrs. Julia Wood, wife ol
Oscar L. Gerry, aged 46 years.
In Portland, July 14, Lois Cordelia, widow ol
Β Kendall Bean, Jr., formerly of West Bethel
aged 65 years
In Auliuru, July 14, May C. Partington ol
North Waterford, aged 35 years.
In Norway, July 14, George W. Chancy, agc<
62 years, 2 month*, 10 days.
In Rum font Falls, July 15, Stephen Robar
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And it is safe to say that it was as J suptic Lakes and
ono largo lake, navigable by
pleasant and congenial a party as ever practically
steamers
the lake
throughout its eutiro
spent a week together under similar j
and even several miles up the
auspices, although it included none of | extent,
In early
Rivor.
the older members of the association crooked Cupsuptic
lakes weio very low, but at
who have been the life of many former | spring the
tim>> of our visit they were near high
excursions. All were social and bound the
mark.
to enjoy themselves, and there was not water
One result of this flowing of the lakes
for the week a shadow of anything unhas been much deplored, that is the
pleasant. Miss Crosby, well known to,
of
"deadening" around the
ill frequenters of the Rangeley rogion, j fringe
where the growth has been killshores,
and
of
;
as
readers
to
»s well
sportsmen's
the flowage. In some places low
other papers by her pen name of "Fly- ed by
level areas of many acres wore flowed,
till
Frifrom
with
us
was
Tuesday
j aud tho
rod,"
stumps of tho dead trees remain,
day, and was a valuable addition to the
thrusting their grotesque ugliness up
party.
iuto tho beauty of the scene. In time

cause

Thursday,

Died.

of this lake, the largost of the chain, the
hills and mountains are covered from
water's edge to summit with a dense
growth, which, except for the brown
patches where the fire recently ran over,
look fresh and inexhaustible.

At only
:m the wide, shady verandas.
>ne time did we strike a heat which
and that was beseemed

In Newry, July 11, to the wife of Percy Chat
man, a daughter.
In Harbor, June 34, to the wife of Charles S
Stan'ey, a eon, Stuart Evan·.
In Denmark, July 9, to the wife of Robfi
Peter··, a ran.
In Rumford Falls, July 1, to the wife of G
Wlllard Johnson, a son. Reginald.
In Rumford Falls, July 7, to the wife of Jobt
Demure, twin sons.
In Rumford Falls, Jul? 7, to the wife of An
drew Machand. a son.
In Rumford Center, July β, to the wife of Car

_

Haying Tools !

Fair Grounds,

Born.

resort (or tourists and fishermen, it is to

Rangeley Region.

Morse, wife and two daughters, Mrs. J. much liked.
M.
Robinson and grandson Charles
The second special town meeting called
Robinson, and Joseph Kelso, all of in the interest of the construction of the tierce heat beat down continuously upon
railroad from Norway to the western the country as it had not before for four
Minneapolis.

STATKL) ΜΚΓΠΚΘβ.

t
·'..
T
1.1 >.
t,;.·,. I
ν

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Clifford and two
children of Rumford Falls spent Sunday
with the family of Mr. Clifford's father,
Charles H. Clifford.

Rev. .1. Wallace Chesbro,
h un-h.
>un-lay, prvsehlng service 10:45 a.
".Ι 11*.; V. Ρ s. C. Ε., t> "iî p.
>.'UP!t Τ p. s». ; Tuesday evening
All are
Seats free.
7 £>.
'■'·'<· at

r. *·

γ

Harry P. King of Portland has been
spending a couple of days with the family of his uncle, S. M. King.
Mrs. Ε. M. Thayer and
daughter
Angie and son Stanley, of Auburn, are
visiting relatives at South Paris.

rrv'i e

■.

Electric and steam road from Lowiaton to Stoneham.
Some one haa suggested that our late
townsman, W. U. Whitcomb, may give
to Norway the southerly half of the
"Whitcomb Field," so called, for a park
to be called the Whitcomb Park. It
would make a Rood one and be greatly
appreciated by the town's people. Why
not?
The blacksmith shop lot on Bridge
Street is being graded up to the road
level with dirt taken from the Bridge
Street ditch now building.
George E. Walker has bought the hay
on the Whitcomb lot and will cut it this
week.
Capt. Crommett has taken the steamer
Penneeseewassee from active service on
the lake owing t > existing difficulties in
running it on the lower lake and lack of
sufficient patronage from the Crockett
Bridge landing, a distance of more than
one half mile from the village landing.
Ε. E. Hastings, Esq of Fryeburg, was
in town the first of the week.
At.a special session of the state board
of dental exaraiuere in Portland an announcement was made that Edward A.
Sheehy, with Dr. F. E. Drake of this
village, had passed the examination before the board at its June session. Dr.
Sheehy is a first-class workman and

Miss Rose Murphy has been spending
the past week visiting relatives in Portland.

ι;Κ V3D Tttl'NK RAILWAY.
Jane 18,1903,

v,

NORWAY.

ley's

Norway,

$1.75.

JAMES N. FAVOR, ΙΜΑΗΤ» \
.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.

TUKMYm H111 Alvip Bought

Maine.

Be^the
Τ™

J/fâj

"*

f

ι Couldn't LifiTen Pounds.

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

n

—

Years

Wool Carpets
to

out oild

close

(Atteins and clean

Younger.

farmer and lum-

berman, of
Deppe, N. O.,
says "I sufferfor
ed
years
with my back.
It was so bad
I could
that
not walk any
nor
distance
in
ride
even
I
easy buggy.

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,
7

CHANDLER,

K. W.

Builders' Finish I
1 will furnish
Stie or Style at

POORS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If lu want of any kind of Finish for Insl<le of
I<um
Outside work. send In your order*. IMnc
twr and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hani Wood >".oor Boards for sale.

CHAUDLEK,

W.

E.

Maine

West Sumnei

Jobbing promptly

to.

No charge

Telephone connection.

J. B. CORTON1.

d0 not believe
I could have raised ten pounds of weight
from the ground, the pain was so severe.
This was my condition when I began using Doan's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved me and now I am never troubled
as I was.
My back is strong and I can
walk or rid·* a long distance and feel just
as strong as 1 did twenty-five years ago.
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neighbors and they have
also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that

will be of uny service to you, or to any
trouble, you
one suffering from kidney
are at liberty to do so."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
mailed on application to any part of the
Address Foster-Milburn
United States.
Co.. Buffalo, X. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, fifty cents per boi.

for team.

L. HC. Longloy,

Hay

new

Tent

Apply

he replied; "it's just as natural as life,
in the
lie's come up ou the rocks to
exI've often seen 'em."
sun.
claimed Jennie, "I wish I coukl go
!"
to
—

—

100.—Curtailment·.
Curtail fond and have relatives.
Curtail spirit or courage and have to
be told.
Curtail white frost and have edge.
So.

^

quick

ing from

an

inactive or

DeWltt's Little

Early

sluggish liver,
Risers are un-

1Y

LThe

Variety Store Co., Agents,

on

J

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clakknck IUlk, .lu.lkt»· of the 1H*
trict Court of the U nlted States for the District
of Maine
!.. t'AKVILLE. of Mexico. In the
j County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In sal· I District, respectfully represents that
on the :e>th 'lay of April, L*M, he was duly adjudge· I bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress
"relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly sur·
rendered all his proiierty anil right* of prot>erty
and has fully compile·! with all the requirements
of said Acts and or the on 1ère of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore Le prays, that he may be decree·I
by the Court to havê a full discharge from all
debt· provable against his estate under ntd
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
cepted bv law from such discharge.
1'atcd tills 3rd day of July, A. D. 19iV>.
EDWIN L. CAKVILLE, Bankrupt.

1M»WIN

OHI»KK OP NOTICK TIIKKKOM.
or Main κ, ss.
tills ?th day of July, A. D. 1MU5, on
rea<llug the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the iHh day of July. A. 1».
LOS, liefore said Court at Portland, In skid Dis
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
The Oxford
notice thereof be published In
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
in Interest, may appear at the said time ant.'
place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not Ins

District
On

granted.

And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copiée of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
state' I.
Witness the Hon. Clakknce Ualk, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
day of July,
land, in said District, on the
A. D. 1»Β.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
IL.».]
A true copy of petition and order tnereon.
Attest : JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
r<tro *1.86.
Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India

Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)
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ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

Commencing June 11th, from Portland
at 8 p. m., and from Boston at 7 P. m.

c\.-auses,soothciand hcale
Ue dl^ea v.d meix.'orave.
11 core· catarrh und drives
iw;iy a cold iu ilia hc_d

quickly.

C'rt.im Ba' m is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
t'.e b.em'ora:o and is absorbed. Belief Is im» .li? e aad a cure follows.
It is not drying—doc·
t pre dace sneezing. Large Size, 50 eents at Druggist < or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
T«r

BKOT11EKS, M Warreu Street, New York

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s„t.

High
in

Grade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

■

SOUTH PARIS.

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.
Spruce,

Fir,

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the and
Poplar
steamers of this Company, is insured
any «talion.
against tire and marine risk.
J. F. LISCOMB.
Agent, Franklin
Wharf, Portland, Me.

<©*

proverb.

So. 170.—Five drift.
One feminine name is concealed In

each couplet.
1.

✓

Do not deface or mar yon wall;
'Twill mischief make, both spring and

ϊ. I win if Redway will play fair;
If not. to win I do not care.
3.

4.

Here's some real ice which came from
the lake;
Three feet by live feet—a nice cold cal'.e.
She lent

me a

She la not
few.

a

dollar bright and new;
cheat, and her faults are

5. Oh. do. Ras tus. stop that noise:
Seems to me you're naughty boys.

η

landlord and get swiftly flowing water: to part of an animal and get to
shorten.
Add a dark resinous substance to
yellowish and got a colored Scotch
cloth: to gain possession of and get a
mark to Are at; to Itself and get a
a

lily's Cream Balm

Hemlock
delivered at

drug.
So. 172.—'Tr· η κ poult Ion·.

Omit the fourth letter of the name
for a Jackdaw, transpose, and make a
likeness.
Omit the second letter of a rough
drawing, transpose, and make a big
box.
Omit the first letter of to beat soundly, transpose, aud make crabbed.

Ko Doubt of It.
Mrs. Tidlnice—Wonder If Jane dusted the rooms downstairs this uioruuig?
Guess you wouldn't
Mr. Tidlnice
ask if you had been downstairs. Why,
you can't see across the dining room
—

for dust!

Kejr to the

I'uixler,

No. 155.—Jumbled Quotation:
SUtmllriK with reluctant feet.
Where the brook nr.d river meet.
Womanhood and childhood fleet.
No. 150.—Hidden Name Puzzle: Stoes2. Table. 3. Owl. 4.
sel.
1. Saw.
Easel. 5. Spoon. t>. Seven. 7. Eel. 8.

Lamp.

No.
157.— Central Acrostic: June
2.
1. Enjoy.
Crosswords
Itoees.
Amuse. 3. Annex. 4. Shell. 5. Earth.
C. Aloft. 7. Paste. 8. Obeee. 9. Ar—

son.

No. 158.—Metagram: Preach, reach,
each, ache, ace, c.
No. 151).—Charade: Ma-lay.
No. KX).—Triangle: 1. Globe. 2. Lone.

3. One. 4. Be. 5. E.
No. ltil.—Anagram: Jack London.
No. 1(12.—Queer Berries: 1. Blackberries.
berries.

2. R-asp-berrles.

WEST-INDIAN

PUFFS.

To one and a half cupfuls of hot water
add balf a cupful of butter; let boil,
stirring in a level cupful of flour; remove
from the fire and stir until a smooth
paste is formed. When slightly cooled,
beat in three eggs, one at a time. Drop
by spoonfuls on buttered tins two inches
apart, so that the puffs will have room
to spread and swell. Bake in a moderate oven.
They should be a golden
brown in twenty minutes. Before taking them from the oven, leave the door
open a moment; this will prevent their
falling. When the shells are nearly cold
split open on the sides, and fill with a
a

We want to
You

a

MATISM.

When you

Advice to

are

3. Straw-

/V,

similating the Food andBeguiaof
ting the Stomachs andBowels

ulcher,

bright rod polished ware waj dug
came
up .in 1S01, and I'rofes >r Mosby
to the conclusion that tliis bottle miwt
have been burled with the little Kuminman <*Liihl to whose wants if had
istered during the child's lifetime.

tlie Men.

Signature
of

ness and Rest.Con tains neither

Opium,Morphine

Not"Narçc
ot"Narçotic.
Jëu/K of ()U DrSAMUELPIKŒR
SeedJlx. Strut* *
fixULt Smt*-

/iaitr <St*d *

^B$erbc!*LrSoJa+
Hir+Sfgl-

8ggU

Apetfecl Remedy forConslipa-

Γιαη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Fevensh-

is tin* passive tragedy of the lui iid'.ia·
live temperament as pvt. km::;; ex
pression; Napoleon is the a -five trag

For Over
Thirty Years

and Loss OF SLEEP.

ness

FacSunilc Signature of

edy of the linaginitivc temperament

warrior and world compeller. employing deeds. Byron inevitably ends

<£2

as

NEW YORK.

in an abortive attempt at action in
Greece, Napoleon as inevitably in an
abortive attempt at ex ρ re .'ion (the dic-

Ih·.

(Ill

GAST0R1A

old

Ν I S,

1

tated memoirs) in St. Helena.—John
Davidson in London Outloik.
A

Bears the

Promoles Digest ion,Cheerful·

EXACT copy OF WBARPEH.

1)11 of Oratory.

There was a time when our commerce
was carried in American ships manned
by American seamen. There was a
time when the flag floated over American cargoes and when its bright, beau-

tctfc/UK

TMI OCNTAUR IOMNNV. NEW VON« CITY.

The New-York

ALMOST

Tri-Weekly Tribune

AS

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, alnn»t a*
good as a daily, atnl your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Friday.*,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

GOOD
AS

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have n*,t
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toiu li
with all important news of the world at a verv small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
« t!i
TRIBUNE is only *1.50 per year, but you can secure it
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The

Tribune, which is

A
DAILY

Both Papers M Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South I'aris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWwill
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

bring

j

j

I

II

Tenney,

you a free

sample

copy.

DECORATE.

j

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a kin^. Black stallion, white ankle*
behind, 10 hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South I'aris, Me.

Dauk Dkvii., 2.0·.», by Mamukino Kin<;, "The Handsomest H use in
Jkwki. (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1-2: Diamond
Dam Jkwki..
King, (p) 2.19 1-2; Poiut Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right hind ankle
tired at Village Farm. Sired by Almont Jit.. I*white. Foaled June 8, 1880.
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Ward well, 2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.11 M:
Record 2.2<J.
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.16 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; And 40 others
in 2.30.
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHEELER, SOUTH
Sired

by

the World."

PARIS,

MAINE.

TERMS: «23 TO WARRANT.

DIRECT.

COUNT

stripe, front
Village Farm.

Black colt, lar^e

Bred at

1002.

ankles white, hind

Sikkd UY Dikkct

I)ain, The Countess,

ILvi.,

legs

2.04 1-4.

.....

I I, aire ot Klort'la
Dam of Cliluicrilirinu (4),
Chime- (p), 2.ltl 1-4, an<l i oilier» In 2.Λ».

dam, Toilet,

2d

Legatee,2Jl1-2; Ucyeer Boy,

3d dam, Mermaid
Sister of l. t Oecalctta, i.ii 3-4 : gratvlam of
Lucrctla, 2.20; Blalue, 2.27 1-2; <lam of Almont
Dictator, flie of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S
TERMS: |2δ TO WARRANT.

Foaled June 2·"',

by Mambrino Κin^i,

by Dictator,

127 λ

182ί·.

by Almont, Jr.,

......

Dam of Kenl'luary
2.20 14.

white.

113.

MK.

STABLE, SOUTH PARIS,

ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

ΙΌ Κ SALE.

For 5ale.

SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS.
If in want of a dog try the Collie.

House of S rooms, stable ami two
of land, fruit trees, etc. Ail in
Their beauty, superior intelligence
good condition. Apply to
F. Α. Τ \YLOR,
am! general usefulness on the firm
Buckfield, Me.
ami al>out the home will surprise you.
acres

M. E.

TO LET.
One 5
room

room

tenement

and

one

6

tenement with stable room and

garden

Bucktield, Me.

Wanted.

with each.

J.

BENNETT,'

La«ly

or

gentleman of fair education

to

travel

Salary #l,»7i pel
for a firm of t l.Vi.oon capital.
AiMree»
year an·I uxpcifCit, paM weekly.
M. I'KRCIVAI,. South l'art», Me.

H. STUART,
South Paris, Me.

QUAKER RANGE

Tuesday,
Eyes

FOR SALE.

spin

yam about

S. P. MAXTM & SON, Agents,

who is skilled in the line art of deception falls to take 1111 obvious precaution
to impress his dupes. On the other
hand, many persons of unquestionable
Integrity are "put out of countenance"
monials prove their worth. Sold by F. by mere shyness So morbidly was this
A. Shurtleff & Co.
trait developed in tin rase of Hawthorne, In his earlier yeurs at least, that
Fearing to Stick Him. Tess—I actual- he would go out of his way to avoid
ly believe some man is calling upon Miss meeting those who desired to converse
Passay:
be Impossible for
Jess—The idea! What makes you with him. It would
such a man to cash a forged check, to
think so?
Tess—I notice that instead of fasten- borrow money from a ba..k 011 bogus
ing her belt with ordinary pins as she collateral.
used to she's now using safety pins.
The great rascals can face the world
without shrinking.—New York World.
TREAT YOUR KIDNEYS FOR RHEU-

Always Bought

ÀVfegetable Preparationfor As

of

may
lord
Cure is the most effective remedy for so that the
the occident.
should it in the orient and in
this purpose; R. T. Hopkins of Polar, comfort therein. So, then, why
Whither he went—
said
to
the
doctorbe
given
not some advice
Soak half a box of gelatin in cold Wis., says, "After unsuccessfully
To the northern wastes of snow
water to cover it. Dissolve it by stand- ing three years for rheumatism with the lord and master? For verily there is
Or swayed where the soft magnolias
Cure
ing in a pan of hot water. Let stand best doctors, I tried Foley's Kidney
more than one of tlieni who make
blow—
uutil nearly cold. Whip a quart of :ind it cured me. I cannot epcak too home mighty unpleasant. There is the
was there—there to remind him of
it
F.
A.
a
stiff
medicine."
is
best—to
cream—double cream
highly of this great
man who does not realize that it takes
his own native land, whose sons refroth, adding as you beat, half a pound Shurtleff & Co.
to make home pleasant. There sembled in their strength the gnarled
money
each
one
of powdered sugar,
teaspoonful
that
realize
not
does
oak of her deepest forests and whose
Adhering to the Standard—Uppyn de Is the man who
of vanilla and orange juice. Mix this
makes any his wife needs recreation and outside
into the gelatin and add a pint of shred- A .ver—Do you—aw—think it
daughters rivaled in their beauty and
a
loves
she
amusement once in awhile, so that
has previously difference to a girl who really
ded pineapple, which
loveliness the orange blossoms of her
is
been prepared as for the short-cake and man whether the engagement, ring
can continue to make home pleasant.
most fragrant orange groves.—I'roiu α
then boiled in a rich sirup made of a gold or silver?
There Is the man who does not realize Speech by Benton McMlllln.
Carrie A. Bigstick—I do. I consider
cupful of water and a cupful of sugar,
that silence and grtunpiness aiiil a
establishthe right quantity for one pineapple. the gold standard irrevocably
now and then do not make
grouch
ΟιΊκΙιι of the 1'iinlmurk.
Let the fruit become cold, drain the ed.
home pleasant. There Is the man who
Great Britain, it is said, can, without
sirup from it, and mix it with the gelabe
does not realize that children must
fear of contradiction, claim the luuor
tin, distributing it evenly. This makes
Important to Mother·.
noisy sometimes and play and romp if of having origiu.ited the postmark.
a very pretty dessert if two colors are
Examine cart fully every bottle of CA8T0RIA,
home is to be pleasant to them.—A The first one, which was usoil in Lonturned from tho mold, half being tinted
a safe and sore remedy for infant· and children,
Woman Cor. in Philadelphia Telegraph. don as long ago as ltiikt, was a very
pink, half lavender and so on, with any and mo that It
of the fruit pastes that come for this
simple alïair, consisting 01' a small cirpurpose. Grape juice or the melted jelly
SmikeN Are <;r»nl Kantem.
Bear.the
cle divided into two parts. In the to;»
will give an exquisite violet tint. To
Signature of
Snakes, though at times they gorge portion were two letters in icating the
serve
the jelly in individual shapes,
themselves, are great fasters. In the month, while in the lower half the day
mold it in tiny cones or pineapples. For In Use For Over 30 Year».
French museum an anaconda twenty uf the month was shown. No endeavor
The Kind Toe Bave Always Bought.
sauce serve the sirup left from the pinefeet long was a very small feeder, was made to denote the year, and It is
apple with a sprinkling of candied cherhe gained in weight. Taken only by the dates of the letters on
ries cut in halves, or other fruits, to suit
though
Bill had a billboard. Bill also had a
the color of your jelly. For pink or
in
1SSÔ, he had only thirty-four which the mark is Impressed that it is
there
board bill. The board bill bored Bill so
violet, have candied rose or violet petals. that Bill sold the billboard to pay his 1 meals during the next live years, con- possible to fix the date of its use. The
or a few rabearliest known was on a letter written
board bill. So after Bill sold hie bill- slsting of a small goat
TRANSPARENT PINEAPPLE.
to pay his board bill the board bits. The Interval 1 etweén these ;neals in ItiSO.—London Teiegraj h.
board
Slice and pare the pineapple and cut
varied from twenty-three to "Ji>4 days,
bill no longer bored Bill.
into half-inch pieces, or larger in size if
lie would not touch footl unless he was
Advlfc to Kicker».
These
thin slices are again
preferred.
NO FALSE CLAIMS.
in real need of it, and It was only by
Ivlckers always attract attention. Une
cut into all sorts of pretty shapes—stars,
and
The proprietors of Foley's Honey
watching him and noticing when he class of them sells high on the market.
cresccnts,
triangles, butterfly and
cube shapes. Simmer these in water Tar do not advertise this as a "sure cure seemed to be uneasy that his keepers The highest priced four legged kicker
it
until tender. Into a saucepan or pre- for consumption." They do not claim
I could conclude that he was hungry.
is a hybrid creature, Irritable and
complaint in ad- During the long fast, which was in
serving kettle put a pound of granulated will cure this dread
The chronic
somewhat unscriptural.
assert
but do positively
vanced
cases,
and
a
of
water.
Let
it
boil
were
sugar
cupful
kicker Is an amusing two legged "aniand I 18SH, many strenuous efforts
without stirring until the sugar snaps that it will cure in the earlier stages,
in made to tempt or force him to eat with- mal," not so dangerous, however. A
when dropped into cold water. It should never fails to give comfort and relief
and out the least success.
lie is great
kicker never builds up.
be brittle without becoming sticky. Add the worst cases. Foley's Honey
throat I
The world's happion tearing down.
the juice of half a lemon. Having pre- Tar is without doubt the greatest
Refuse substitutes.
KorelnB it CntiMe.
ness has been promoted more by comviously placed the fruit in a deep dish, and lung remedy.
& Co.
In "Dueling Stories of tho Sixteenth pliments than by curses, so, good readpour over it the boiling sirup. Cover to P. A. Shurtleff
η Frewh writer,
keep the fruit under the sirup, and let it
er, when you feel like kicking just reOld Hunks (sitting for bis photograph) Century," Hrantone,
remain over night. Reheat the sirup
an incident that happened in
of
tells
are
tire to the back yard and kick yourself
What
ain't
you
ready?
you
next day, and pour it over the pineapple, —Well,
for?
Italy and that Illustrates the ethical u few times rather than Join the knockto remain over night again. This is re- waiting
Photographer—A little pleaeanter ex- aspects of the mediaeval dueling. One ers' chorus.—Kansas City Journal.
peated for nine consecutive days, adding
of the combatants had a very had
to the sirup, if necessary. At the end pression, please.
Mrs. Hunks (who is standing at one cause and knew It.
But a brilliant
of this time drain off the sirup and place
his pleaeanter expression
idea occurred to hini for turning it
the fruit to dry on a sieve. When thor- side)—lie's got
"A sinibt niiiii," said I'ncle Kbeu,
I guess you didn't
Mr. Smith.
Having confronted "Is a good deal like a razzor. il·· kin
into a good one.
oughly dried and well candied, pack in on,
notice how he looked when we came in.
layers between sheets of paraffin paper.
his enemy, when they were just about be mighty useful In do right way, but
This will keep for months if placed in a THREE GOOD AND JUST REASONS. to cross swords he pretended to be
lie kin kick up a pow'ful '.sturbance If
corner
of
the buttery or storecool, dry
There are three reasons why mothers afraid, turned his back on his foe and It goes wrong."—Washington Star.
and
it
makes
a
delicious
confecroom,
One Minute Cough Cure: First. rnn away. The enemy, falling guile·
tion to serve at afternoon teas or lunch- prefer
It lessly Into the trap, ran after him, exIt is absolutely harmless; Second.
or
to
as
candied
eons,
garnish with,
tastes good—children love it; Third. It claiming in his exultation, "lia, cow·
cherries are used.
and Whooping
cures Coughs, Croup
cow[ ard. thou lliest!" The supposed
Cough when other remedies fail. Sold ard turned upon him Instantly, crying:
PINEAPPLE SHEUUET.
F. A. Shartlefl A Co.
This is a most refreshing beverage in by
"You lie! Now I've got a good cause.
H
M ■
which the pineapple can be served in a
Bifkine—I don't believe that Windig Come on!"
cool drink. To one pint of fresh pineBest of all Spring Medicine·-More
ever told the truth in his life.
An IriNhinnn'M Itctort.
apple, grated or minced fine, add one
Acceptable to the Stomach and
I don't know. He talks
Mifkins—Oh,
of
a
pint
sugar,
teaspoonful each of dis- so much I don't see how he can avoid
Cyrus \V. Field of Atlantic cable
Gentler in it· Action
solved gelatin and lemon juice. A sirup
fame once stopped an Irish peasant to
it once in a great while."
is made of these ingredients by boiling hitting
make inquiries about Blarney castle.
with half a cupful of water.
When
"With my own and my family's expeNot a cent wanted, unless you are Receiving the information, he gave the
taken from the (ire the pineapple is add- cured. If
rience we consider 'L. F.' Atwood'a
you are sick and ailing, take Irishman the following conundrum:
Blttersthe best medicine In the market.
ed, the whole stirred thoroughly to- Ilollieter's Rocky Mountain Tea.
A
For a spring medicine It is certainly
gether and set away to cool, then placed great blessing to the human family. "Now, Mike, suppose that Lucifer was
best. It Is better than pills, oils,
the
on ice.
Serve in sherbet glasses with Makes
35 sure of us both, which would he take
you well—keeps you well.
salts or other disagreeable medicines
cracked ice.
think'/"
do
A.
first,
F.
Shurtleff
you
or
Tea
Tablets.
cents,
and Is more easily taken, more acceptThe Irishman looked thoughtful for a
& Co. ; Orin Stevens.
able to the stomach, more gentle In Its
PINEAPPLE OKANGEADE.
I
think
and more beneficial In Its efthen
"Yer
action,
honor,
moment,
said,
This is another delicious drink for
fects. 1 would prefer obç bottle of 'L.
All Settled. Tess—Harry told me he he'd take me."
F." Atwood's Bitters to two doctors."—
special occasions. To the juice of four was going to propose to a girl I knew
"Why?" said Field.
R. H. Ssarlbs, W. Farmlngton, Me.
seedless oranges add the juicy parte of a last
night.
"Because he's always sure of you."
medium-sized pineapple shredded fine.
Jess—Yes, and he'll never do it again.
Pour over the fruit a quart of boiling
Tess—Why, who was the girl?
Would Add to III· Lubora.
The True "L. F." I· a Timewater.
Sweeten to taste.
Set the
Jess—I, and I accepted him.
The llev. John Sabin, who for fortyTested Remedy of Reliable Effloaoy
liquid away closely covered to cool.
Conof
First
the
was
pastor
Strain when cold and add finely chopped
Beautify your complexion with little one years
ice to each glass before serving. A love- cost. If you wish a smooth,
clear, gregational church of Fitzwiiliam, X.
ly color like that of pink pomegranates cream-like complexion, rosy cheeks, II.. was noted for his quick wit. One
Dr. Austin
may be given to the drink, by ueing the laughing eyes, take Hollister's Rocky time when a motion to raise his salary
Mountain Tea, greatest beautifier known. was under discussion at the annual
juice of blood oranges.
35 cents. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin town meeting he suddenly appeared
ICED PINEAPPLE.
Stevens.
ou the scene aud asked his friends not
Select a well-shaped pine in perfect
to advocate an increase, as it was too
man
rich
The
Her.
condition. Cut off the leaf end, remove
young
Jollying
much work to collect what th«j>· had
all the inside from the shell to within an was making his first call.
inch of the outside and set it away on
"What induced you to call on me in already voted to give him.—Boston
ice to chill through. Shred the pineap- preference to the other girls?" asked Herald.
will be at Elm House, Norway,
ple taken from the shell and to each pint the beautiful maid.
A llfre Trifle.
of fruit allow a cupful of water and one
"Alcohol brought me to this," replied
Aug. 1st, and ist Tuesday
Boil together for fifteen the young man.
of sugar.
Miss Fleyme—Oh, Mr. Nocoyne, how of each following month.
Office
It seemed that she increased an inch lovely of yon to bring me these beautiminutes, then add a tablespoonful of
hours, ίο :3ο a. m. to 4 p. m.
dissolved gelatin, the juice of a lemon in height.
How sweet they are—and
ful roses!
Examined free.
and an orange.
Mix well and set aside
"Sir," she Hashed, "do you mean to how fresh! I do believe there Is a
to freeze to the consistency of mush. say you had to be intoxicated before you
little dew on then» yet! Mr. Nocoyne—
Pack in salt and ice. Pour the pineap- came here?"
W-well. yes. there Is, but I'll pay It toruns
automobile
ice
into
the
shell
and
not.
return
to
"Of
course
My
ple
again
morrow.—Cleveland leader.
the freezer until it is time to serve. Pile
alcohol."

Ε. Η. PIKE,

Licensed Taxidermist,

closely

tiful stars and emblematic stripes ensuffering from rheumaReams of advice are unloaded upon
sea and port where comtism the kidneys must be atteuded to at
and admon- livened every
instructing
woman
telling,
little onco so that they will eliminate the uric
The American,
was known.
met cc
home
make
to
how
pleasant,
her
beheld
Foley's Kidney ishing
acid from the blood.
tlnd looking out 011 the broad ocean,
and master

A. R. r.ase, of Morgantown, Ind., had
to get up ten or twelve times in the whipped cream on top and set the shell
night, and had a severe backache and on a Hat glass dish garnished with ferns
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
Was cured by or other delicate greens.
pains in the kidneys.
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.
Foley's Kidney Cure. F. Δ. Shurtleff
AUNT CHLOE'e "MOONSHINE."
WEST PARIS,
MAINE. & Co.
Aunt Chloe calls this her "emergency"
J. WALDO
Like Father, Like Son. Mr. Grotrox— dessert, as it can be prepared so quickly,
,
When I was your age, sir, I didn't have and, given more time to freeze, it also
a dollar!
makes an excellent substitute for iceSix pigs, five weeks old, and pure
Cholly Gotrox—Well, dad, when 1 am cream. Beat the whites of six eggs,
blood Holstein bull, two years old. your age I probably won't have a dol- adding gradually six tablespoonfuls of
MASONIO BLOCK,
lar!
powdered sugar. Whip the eggs until
Η. M. BERRY, South Paris.
stiff and dry and place a part on a pretty
NORWAY.
Telephone Gonneotion.
WHEN OTHER MEDICINES IAVE
glass dish. Drop on lightly either
FAILED
candied or fresh pineapple cut smalltake Foley's Kidney Cure. It has cured no juice, as it would spoil the feathery
when everything else has disappointed. lightness of the whipped eggs. Drop on
more meringue, then fruit, until all is
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
used, shaping it in pyramid form. This
didn't
Out.—"That
Secret
The
"moonshine" should be made shortly
poet
make a dollar out of his great epic before it is to be served, and placed impoem?"
mediately on ice.
In the tiret place you should know that Paroid
"Exactly."
is no experiment. It has been on the market about
PINEAPPLE SPONGE CAKE.
"And his 'Ode to America' fell flat?"
In 18&? the U. S.
ten years and has stood the test.
"That's what."
Bake a delicate sponge cake in a ringGovernment used a large amount of it in Cuba; (our
"Well, how is it he rides in an automo- mold; cut up some slices of fresh or
years later, it having proved so satisfactory, they
bile now?"
ordered 1,200,000 feet "for shipment to Manila, and
preserved pineapple into small pieces
"My friend, he's the author of a popu- and fill in the cake center. Make three
they are still using it. The sales of Paroid now are
lar song entitled, 'My Honey's Black ez pints of jelly, using gelatin to jellify;
well up to 400 carloads a year or approximately
de Chimbly-back, Jump-Crow in de add to two pints of water and a "pint of
20,000,000 feet.
Mawnin'!"
the fruit juice or sirup two-thirds of a
x
We have handled Paroid for about three years
and have sold nearly 100,000 feet and the sale is
cupful of sugar. Boil for ten mluutea,
the
blood
Cure
purifies
and add the gelatin; cool and poor over
Foley's Kidney
rapidly increasing.
and
tones
out
up the cake, entirely surrounding it in a
impurities
by straining
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as
Cures kidney and jelly mold. Set away to chill and becompared with shingles, being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quantity the whole eystem. F. A.
ί
Shurtleff
Co.
troubles.
bladder
for
allowance
the
extra
come Arm.
Unmold on a platter and
and thickness used, than a medium quality cedar, making
There are many roofs so Hat that shingles are entirely
cost of laying the shingles.
garnish with the spiky green tops of the
Crawford—How many residences does pineapple. Serve with whipped orearn.
unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of
the cost It is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows.
By using a rich man have?
PINEAPPLE LEMONADE.
A city
Crabshaw—Usually three.
Paroid it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Jkc., with flat roofs at a big
he votes, a country one when
Boil a cupful of sugar and a pint of
saving in material. We have the well known Xeponset Ked Rope Roofing which one when
is an excellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more. We shall be pleased be swears off l\is taxes, and a western «rater together for ten minutes. Add
one when he sues for a divorce.
to the
die juice from a can of
to furnish samples and further information on application.
water
ilrup, then add a quart of
'
of
three
lemona. Cool and
Sound kidneys are safeguards of life. ind the juice
into
filled
with
with
Make the kidneys healthy
Foley's pour
glaaaea partly
ihaved ioe.—New Idea.
Kidney Oar·, Γ. A. Shurtleff é Co.

NASH,

The Kind You Have

tles used subsequently by the Ilouian-.
In the old 1 Jinan cemetery of St. Sep*
Canterbury, a feeding houle

PINEAPPLE CHARLOTTE.

No. 171.—Addition».
dog to oaten and get a clergyman; to not many and got an evening
l>ell; to speak violently or rave and get
a small dried fruit; to the amount paid

there
In all its
•houli be cieuuuness.

Li.Y

A well known

Add

ÛâTARSH

a

knife for individual shortcakes.
Good for either children or adults. W.
done, spread the pineapple between and H. Howell, Houston, Tex., says: "For
on top of the crust, then a spoonful of
Riser Pills
years I have used Little Early
whipped, sweetened cream. Arrange in my family. No better pill can be used
around the base on the plate little cones for
constipation, eick headache, etc.,
of the cream.
than these famous pills. Scores of testi-

pineapple marmalade, mixed with
whipped cream.

fall.

Nasal

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Bankrupt. )

*fe, entire!/ vegetable

» .rr,

DK. J

T. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
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Any Other Write
THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
Before You Purchase

TRUES
I ELIXIR

E. C. DwWitt & Co., Chicago

)

ο

ο

QD

Norway, Maine.

purely vegetable and absolutely
They tonic the liver.

In the matter of
EDWIN L. t'AKVILLE,

·

ο

11 ύ-ocu^

Hobb*'

harmless.

by

ο

UK).—IlliiNtrnted Rebua.

So.

We make Sowing Machines to Suit all condition!
ofthetrade. The "»u Homo** stands attht
head of all Ui^h-^rade family sewing machines
Sold by aut!iui'ii< «1 U -aler* unly,

On· to two act as a
mild laxative; two or four act as a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They

Sold

ooooo·

•

in summer.

take them.

ONLY

Diagonal·.

I O.S.—Double

Ko.

ORANGE, MASS.
are made to sell regardMany Sewing Machines
"
-»w Home" is madt
less of quality, but the
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out

equalled.
They act promptly and never gripe.
They are so dainty that it Is a pleasure

PRIPARBD

107.—Jumbled Xn me*.

Millions of merry sleuarinuu
Skipp'η·: and dancing In glee,
Teckric utul stccoi. and apopresshrq
As happy as happy can be.

HAKRY DUDLEY,
liucktield.

relief from Biliousness.
Sick Headache. Torpid Liver, Jaundice. Dizziness, and all troubles aris-

are

"

to

THE FAMOUS LITTLE PILLS.

(Jrecks

—

4. Valor. ■">. To go before. <5. Chooses.
7. Makes square or equal.
Diagonals name two things we enjoy

Early Risers

For Infants and Children.

for tiu»
among
>f houev
nurses to carry a sponge ίηΙ£
in a small pot tu stop children fro;
*.:i t >
«.■
trying. The professor went
Ihat there are two Greek vasjs hi the
British museum dating from <ι>:ι B. (Λ
resemble t!;c IV diûg botwhich
the

custom

—.

Crosswords: 1. Imagines. 2. Having
A word used for a noun.
eruptions.

I have for sale a new tent, made of
nice heavy «luck. Size 14 χ 28 feet.

CASTORIA

be an invention of modern timed.

According to Professor Mosby, howThis g.-nlleîver, this Is not the case.
before aii û..tlman, who was lecturing
was the
juarian society, stated tli.it It

—

still at the Andrews House,
I
South Paris, and selling the finest pianos
and organs, uew and second hand, at the
I sell for
lowest prices ever offered.
Write for
cash or on easy paymeuts.
I have the best self
list of bargains.
for pianos in the world, don't fail

for Sale.

The center

mi Ht

—

am

last year anil

rind and dig out the eyes.

Historic Safer Bottl··.

Bottles for babies date back to reare of the
mote antiquity. Most people
bablei
jplnion that feeding bottle.» fur

be row night, and I shall make it
point
Suspicious! Mrs. Brown—I musthad
woody fiber is next cut out and the reback to the city at once. I've
to got that same waiter. I shall let
in
going
cut
slices
of
maining juicy portions
Syncopate
three letters from my husband in two him see that I still have the remainder
with
sugar.
email cubes sprinkled
smell.
of his dollar bill, and I'll bet you the
Should it lack flavor, add the juice of a days.
Mrs. Gray—Why! you poor dear! I
llyron n:i«I Xiiiiulron.
he will hustle to get it."—New
lemon. Cover the fruit and set away.
Mlaalng Numeral·.
No. 103
how you feel. Two would be cigars
as yon would a know just
The more I think of Byron t!ie more
I York Times
three!
The words missing in the following Toss it about frequently
attentive—but
suspiciously
heat
salad, and just before serving time
clear it becomes to me that he is lh'st.
Lookluir One In the K>e«.
am afraid he has been doing
paragraph can be expressed by Iloman the
lie
fruit slightly. For the shortcake really
There Is a venerable specimen of second and third a tragic lijiure.
numerals. Supply the latter only.
reprehensible.
very
something
teatwo
Mix
make a rich biscuit crust.
which says that was the child of a loveless marriage,
philosophy
proverbial
Jennie was a good student and liked
small
a
and
spoonfuls of baking powder
The pills that act as a tonic, and not the man who cannot look you in the that constant source of huge armies of
In her work, especially in drawing. teaspoonful of salt with two cupfuls of
to
as a drastic purge, are DeWitt's Little
II is upbringing
face is dishonest. No other saying has discordant natures.
in
a
rub
and
sift
twice
tablespoonOue day she made a design of an
Hour;
Rieers.
They cure Headache,
It strikes was tragic; bis marriage win tragic;
add
a well- Early
and
received
currency.
of
lard
by
ful
each
greater
the
simply
butter;
etc.
proportions
Early
leaf. Judging
Biliousness,
make a Constipation,
axiomatic force, his loves were tragic; his death, which
Another day she drew the pic- beaten egg and sufficient milk to
her
Risers are small, easy to take and easy the popular mind with
to roll out half an inch thick.
test of char- at first I thought only tr.igie farce,1 is
a
not
:<ellablc
rocks.
Is
Mack
it
the
mid
dough
Hamilton,
safe
climbing upon
yet
to act—a
pill.
ture of a
in
a buttered biscuit-tin with flecks
Bake
N.
who suc- actual tragedy. Byron and Xapolcoi
man
she
at
says:
confidence
D.,
hotel clerk
acter. Every
Valley City,
IIapi»eulug to know an old sailor,
of butter between the two layers of crust. "Two bottles of these Famous Little
a.ial >gu ·.«
ceeds in his calling lia» the steady gaze contemporaries, were the
showed the drawing to him. "Do you Before
a
with
placing in the oven, score
Pills cured me of chronic constipation.1' Of the immaculate person. No person and complements of each other. Myron
When
know what that is?" she asked.

So.

very little used.
J. A. NOYES, South Paris.

to

104.—Syncopation·.
Syncopate gained and have tender.
Syncopate savory and have told.
to suund loud and have to
So.

to hear it.
LOY S. KYSTEH, South Paris, Maine,
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Tedder for Sale.

Osborne tedder,

For

5. A popular fountain In warm
weather.

move.

Maine. player

Norway,

^

ISS.—Double ΖΙκιον.
Tbe zigzag is between the first anil
second and the fourth and third coluniue, reading downward, and re|«resents a fatuous poet and one of his
four letpoems. Each word contains
ters.
Crosswords: 1. Part of a ship. 2. A
kind of fuel. 8. A tiny particle. 4. To
IVo.

Pianos.

Plumbing and Heating.
attended

Geld

ι Don's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
and Health to the Sufferer, Making Him Feel Twenty-Five
Sick kidneys cause a weak, lame or
iching back, and a weak back makes
Can't be well and strong
l weak man.
until the kidneys are cured. Treat them
Here's the
with Doan's Kidney Pills.
testimony of one m,in cured.
J. B. Corton,

DlTldfag · Tip.

INDIGESTION CURED.
a resTo a man giving a dinner In
There is no cue of indigestion, Dys- taurant the other night the waiter was
not
have been
pepsia, or Stomach Trouble that will
not as prompt as he might
to the digestive and strengthening
Instead of
course.
Initial
the
about
Thil
Care.
fluence of Kodol Dyspepsia
Columk, Oxford Democrat, ParU, Maine.
him the host took a one
remedy takes the strain off the stomach reprimanding
what you eat and allowing dollar bill, cut It in two with a penby
digesting
Dainties.
Pineapple
it to rest until it grows strong again. knife and gave one-half to the astonBefore usiog the pineapple the inner Kodol Dyspepsia Cure affords quiok and ished waiter. The other half he put
woody fiber of each slice should be carepermanent relief from Indigestion and back In his pocket. Not quite sure
fully cut out, as this part of the fruit is all stomach troubles, builds up the whether the remainder of the note wae
There
tasteless and very indigestible.
eystem and so purifies that disease can
to him later, the waiter was efire many delicious ways of preserving not attack and gain a foothold as when coming
itself for the rest of the meal.
which
of
few
a
ficiency
constantin a weakened condition. The
pineapples for desserts,
That over, the host coolly led his
u-e the following:
ly increasing ,use of Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure by physicians of hospital and guests Into the street.
PINEAPPLE SHORTCAKE.
"Pardon ray curiosity," said one of
the
general practice of itself tells how this
with
a
genSelect
ripe pineapple
modern discovery has them, "but what are you going to do
wonderful
most
and
are
that
as
large
uine flavor,
many
to be the greatest digestant for with the hnlf of that dollar bill? It is
rellow are very tender and juicy, but are proven
the allevation of a suffi ring humanity. as useless to you as the waiter's Is to
that
distinctive
in
"pineutterly lacking
Its many cures of both children and
apple" flavor. You can usually tell the
by day. Sold him."
real article by the odor. Cut the fruit adults grows larger d*y
"Not a bit of it," was the reply. "I
Shurtleff A Co.
in slices, then it is easy to peel off the by F. A.
Intend dining In the same place tomor-

HOMEÏAKERS' COLUMN.

pineapple
boiling

by

It· Great Fault.

A SMOOTH ARTICLE.

When you find it necessary to use
salve use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
It; is the purest, and best for Sores,
Burns, Boils, Eczema, Blind, Bleeding,
Itching or Protruding Piles. Oet the
genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
*

Neighbor—I

saw

your house this
ther very ill?

the

doctor call at
Is your fa-

morning.

Boy—Not yet. The doctor only
to-day for the first time.

came

Where are you sick? Headache, foultongue, no appetite, lack energy, pain in
your stomach, constipation. Hollister's
Rockv Mountain Tea will make you well

and

keep

you well.

35 cents.

Shurtleff A Co.; Orin Stevens.

Mrs. Chase—Oh, I don't like to go to
that store. It's so unsatisfactory to do
Mrs. Shoppen—
your shopping there.
Why, they have everything there. Mrs.
Chase—That's Just It No matter what
you ask for, they can suit you right
off.—Philadelphia Press.
All (It· Change He Wanted.
In an English court receutly a man
was fined £2 for contempt of court. He
offered a five pound note in payment,
but wae told by the clerk that be had
no change. "Oh, keep the change!" was
the reply.
"I'll take it out In conteniDt."

F. A.

A

Backhander.

Mrs. Younghusband—I suppose you
wish I didn't look under the bed every,
"But, ma, Uncle John eats with his night.
Youughusband—I don't care. I
knife." "Hash, dear. Uncle John is
rich enough to eat with a fire shovel if only wish you'd look there once in
awhile in the daytime when you're
he prefers to."

sweeping.

BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARS.
Wanted Detail·.
Mrs. Minerva Smith, of Danville, 111.,
The schoolteacher was describing her
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty
encounter with an impertinent tramp.
years and never got relief until I used
"And then," said she, "I fainted."
a
Tar
which
is
sure
and
Honey
Foley's
"Wit* yer left or wit' yer right,
cure." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
mum?" promptly Inquired little John"AU a woman asks is to be loved," ny Boxer, the pugilist's son.—Pittsburg
Then all that Post
lays a gushing poet.
stuff about her wanting new bonnets and
Opportunity.
jewelry must be a vile slander.
"Opportunity comes," said the old
TWO BOTTLES CURED HIM.
proverb, "with feet of wool, treading
"I was troubled with kidney complaint soft." You must have the Instinct of
(or about two years," writes A. H. Davis, an artist for the approaches of this
[>f Mt. Sterling, la., "but two bottles of good genius. You must listen for It—
Foley's «Kidney Our· «fleeted a perm»· Himwti Johnson,
neat oure.'V *· A· Shurtleff à Oo.
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Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
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